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Individuals cannot gain mastery over their own social interconnections before they 
have created them. But it is an insipid notion to conceive of this merely objective 
bond as a spontaneous, natural attribute inherent in individuals and inseparable 
from their nature (in antithesis to their conscious knowing and willing). This bond 
is their product. It is a historic product. It belongs to a specific phase of their 
development. The alien and independent character in which it presently exists 
vis a vis individuals proves only that the latter are slill engaged in the creation of the · 
conditions of their social life, and that they have not yet begun, on the basis of 
these conditions, lo live it . . . . Universally developed individuals . . . are no 
product of nature, but of history. 

Karl Marx, Gnmdrisse, 1857. [Penguin pp. 161-2) 

I Introduction 

The difficult thing to explain about how middle class kids get middle class jobs is 
why others let them. The difficult thing to explain about how working class kids 
get working class jobs is why they let themselves. 

It is much too facile simply to say that they have no choice. The way in which 
manual labour is applied to production can range in different societies from the 
coercion of machine guns, bullets and trucks to the mass ideological conviction of 
the voluntary industrial army. Our own liberal democratic society is somewhere 
in between. There is no obvious physical coercion and a degree of self directio~. 
This is despilc ~the infcriorrcwafdn'o~ undesirab1e social definilion, and increasing 
intrinsic meaninglessness, of manual work: in a word its location at the bottom of 
a class society.[J) The primary aim of lhis book is to cast some light on this sur· 
prising process. 

Too often occupational and educational talents arc thought of as on a shallowing 
line of shrinking capacity with working class people at its lower reaches unquestion· 
ningly taking on the worst jobs thinking somehow, 'I accept that I'm so stupid that 
it's fair and proper that I should spend the rest of my life screwing nuts onto wheels 
In a car factory' . This gradient model must, of course, assume a zero or near zero 
reading at its base. The real individuals at the bottom end would scarcely rate 
a score for being alive, never mind for being human. Since these7ndividuals are 
currently far from walking corpses but are actually bringing the whole system into 
crisis this model is clearly in need of revision. The market economy of jobs in 
a capitalist society emphatically does not extend to a market economy of satis· 
factions. 

I want to suggest that 'failed' working class kids do not simply take up the 
falling curve of work where the least successful middle class, or the most successful 
working class kids, leave off. Instead of assuming a continuous shallowing line of 
ability in the occupational/class structure we must conceive of radical breaks 
represented by the interface of cultural forms. We shall be looking at the way in 
which the working class cultural pattern of 'failure' is quite different and discon
tinuous from the other patterns. Though in a determined context it has its own 
processes, ils own definitions, its own account of those other groups conventionally 
registered as more successful. And this class culture is not a neutral pattern, a mental 
category, a set of variables impinging on the school from the outside. It comprises 
experiences, relationships, and ensembles of systematic types of relationship which 
not only set particular 'choices' and 'decisions' at particular times, but also struc· 
lure, really and experientially, how these 'choices' come about and are defined in 
the first place. 

A linked and subsidiary aim of the book is to examine important and central 



aspects of working class culture through the concrete study of one of its most 
revealing manifestations. My original research interest was, indeed, in working class 
culture in general and I was Jed to look at young non-academic disaffected ma1es 
and their adaption to work as a crucial and privileged moment in the continuous 
regeneration of working class cultural forms in relation to the most essential 
structure of society - its working relations. 

Both sets of concerns in fact turn on the important concept of labour power 
and how it is prepared in our society for application to manuaJ work. Labour 
power is the human capacity to work on nature with the use of tools to produce 
things for the satisfaction of needs and the reproduction of life. Labouring is not 
a universal transhistorical changeless human activity. It takes on specific forms and 
meanings in different kinds of societies. The processes through which labour 
power comes 10 be subjectively understood and objectively applied and their 
interrelationships is of profound significance for the type of society which is 
produced and the particular nature and formation of its classes. These processes 
help lo construct both the identities of particular subjects and also distinctive class 
forms al the cultural and symbolic level as well as at the economic and structura1 
level. 

Class identity is nol truly reproduced until it has properly passed through the 
individual and the group, until it has been recreated in the context of what appears 
to be personal and collective volition. The point at which people live, not borrow, 
their class destiny is when what is given is re-formed, strengthened and applied to 
new purposes. Labour power is an important pivot of all this because it is the main 
mode of active connection with the world: the way par excellence of articulating 
the innermost self with external reality. It is in fact the dialectic of the self 10 the 
self through the concrete world. Once this basic compact with the future has been 
made everything else can pass for common sense. 

The specific milieu, I argue, in which a certain subjective sense c manual labour 
power, and an objective decision lo apply it to manual work, is produced is the 
working class counler-school culture. It is here where working class themes are 
mediated to individuals and groups in their own determinate context and where 
working class kids creatively develop, transform and finally reproduce aspects of 
the larger culture in lheir own praxis in such a way as to finally direct them to 
certain kinds of work. Part I of the book presents an ethnography of the ma1e white 
working class counter-school culture. For the sake of clarily and incision, and in no 
way implying their lack of importance, other ethnic and gender variants are not 
examined. 

We may just note here that the existence of this culture has been picked up 
conventionally and especially by the media in its sensational mode as violence and 
indiscipline in the class room.[2] The Raising of the School Leaving Age (RSLA) in 
England in September 1972 seems to have highlighted and further exposed the 
most aggressive aspects of the culture.(3) Dolh the major teachers' unions have 
commissioned special reports [4] and have formalised arrangements for union 
support in excluding 'trouble-makers' from class. Over half the local authorities in 
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England and Wales have set up special classes in school, and even quite separate 
'sanctuaries' in the case of Inner London for such kids. The Secretary of State for 
Education has ordered a national investigation into this whole area.[S] Disruption 
and truancy in schools is high on the agenda of the 'great debate' which Mr 
Callaghan, the current Prime Minister, called for on education.(6] 

In the sense, therefore, that I argue that it is their own culture which most 
effectively prepares some working class lads for the manual giving of their labour 
.power we may say that there is an element of self-damnation in the taking on of 
subordinate roles in Western capitalism. However, this damnation is experienced, 
paradoxically, as true learning, affirmation, appropriation, and as a form of resist· 
ance. Furthermore, it will be argued in Part II where I analyse the ethnography 
presented in Parl I that there is an objective basis for these subjective feelings and 
cultural processes. They involve a partial penetration of the really determining 
conditions of existence of the working class which are definitely superior to those 
official versions of their reality which are proffered through the school and various 
state agencies. It is only on the basis of such a real cultural articulation with their 
conditions that groups of working class lads come to take a hand in their own 
damnation. 1l1e tragedy and the contradiction is that these forms of 'penetration' 
are limited, distorted and lurned back on themselves, often unintentionally, by 
complex processes ranging from both general ideological processes and those within 
the school and guidance agencies to the widespread influence of a form of patri· 
archal male domination and sexism within working class culture itself. 

J shall argue finally in Part II that the processes of self-induction into the labour 
process constitute an aspect of the regeneration of working class culture in general, 
and an important example of how this culture is related in complex ways to regu
lative state institutions. They have an important function in the overall repro
duction of the social totality and especially in relation to reproducing the social 
conditions for a certain kind of production. 

This is the spine of the book. In pursuit of these aims the book makes a contri
bution in a number of other areas. It explores the educational paradigm at the heart 
of the teaching relalionship in our schools, makes a critique of vocational guidance 
and suggests some explanations for the persistent failure of state education to 
radically improve the chances in life of working class kids.(7] There is also in Part 
II an inlervention into the discussion of sexual stereotyping in relation to patri· 
archy and capitalism, and some notes lowards an argument within theory about the 
respective status, and form of relationship between culture and ideology. 

The qualitative methods, and Participant Observation used in the research, and 
the ethnographic format of the presentation were dictated by the nature of my 
interest in 'the cultural'. These techniques are suited to record this level and have 
a sensitivity to meanings and values as well as an ability to represent and interpret 
symbolic articulations, practices and forms of cultural production. In particular the 
ethnographic account, without always knowing how, can allow a degree of the 
activity, creativity and human agency within the object of study to come through 
into the analysis and the reader's experience. This is vital to my purposes where 
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I view the cultural, not simply as a set or transferred internal structures (as in the 
usual notions of socialisation) nor as the passive result of the action of dominant 
ideology downwards (as in certain kinds of marxism), but at least in part as the 
product of collective human praxis. 

The Hammertown case study 

One main case study and five comparative studies were made in the research re· 
ported in this book. The main study was of a group of twelve non-academic work· 
ing class lads from a town we shall call Hammerlown and atlending a school we 
shall call Hammertown Boys. They were selected on the basis of friendship links 
and membershlp of some kind of an oppositional culture in a working class school. 
The school was built in the inter-war years and lay at the heart of a closely packed 
inter-war council estate composed of standard, often terraced, reasonably well 
maintained houses interlinked with a maze of roads, crescents and alleys and served 
by numerous large pubs and clusters of shops and small supermarkets. 

During the period of the research this school was a boys only, non-selective 
secondary modern school twinned with a girls' school of the same status. After the 
research finished it was rcdesignated a single sex comprehensive school as part of 
the general reorganisation of secondary education in the borough. In view of this 
expected change and under the pressure of events and in preparation for RSLA the 
school was expanding in terms of buildings and introducing or experimenting with 
some new techniques during the period of the research. Streaming was replaced by 
mixed ability groupings, a resources centre was introduced, experiments were made 
in team teaching and curriculum development programmes, and a whole range of 
new 'option' courses were developed for the 'RSLA year'. I made contact with the 
group at the beginning of the second term of their penultimate year and followed 
them right through into six months or their working lives (their nnal year was to be 
the nrs1 year of RSLA). The school population was about 600 and contained 
substantial West Indian and Asian minorities. Basically this school was selected 
because it was in the heart of, and drew from, an absolutely characteristic working 
class inter-war council estate, itself al the heart of Hammcrtown. The school was 
exclusively working class in intake, but had the reputation of being a 'good' school. 
This seemed to mean, in essence, that it had 'reasonable standards' of recognised 
behaviour and dress enforced by an interested and competent senior staff. I wanted 
to be as certain as possible that the group selected was typical of the working class 
in an industrial area, and that the educational provision it enjoyed was as good as, if 
not slightly betler than, any available in similar British contexts. An added advanl· 
age of the particular school chosen was that it had a new and well equipped youlh 
wing which was well attended by the pupils and gave the opportunity of a very 
open and informal initial entry into the school. 

Comparative case studies were made over the same period. These were of: 
a group of conformist lads in the same year of Hammertown Boys; a group of 
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working class conformist lads in a nearby Hammertown mixed secon~ary modern, 
infonnally known as a somewhat 'rougher' school; a group of wor~t~g class no~
confonnisl lads in the single sex Hammertown grammar school; a similar group in 

a comprehensive near the middle of the larger conurbation of which Hammertown 
was part; and a mixed class male non-conformist group in a high statu~ grammar 
school in the most exclusive residential area of the same larger conurbation. As far 
as possible, all groups were in the same school year, were friendship grou_p~, and 
were selected for their likelihood of leaving school at the statutory m~mmum 
leaving age of sixteen. In the case of the high status grammar school this latter 
condition totally determined the membership of the group and its mixed class 
nature - they were the on1y boys intending to leave at sixteen in the fourth year 
(when I nrst contacted them), and indeed subsequently only t:,"o o.f the~ actually 
left al this point. These groups were selected to give a comparative d1mens1on to the 
study along the parameters of class, ability, school regime, and orientation to the 

school. 
The main group was studied intensively by means of observation and participant 

observation in class, around the school and during leisure activities; regular r~corded 
group discussions; infonnal interviews and diaries. I attended all of the different 

bject classes and options (not as a teacher but as a member of the class} attended 
~~ the group at various times, and the complete run of careers classes which were 
taught by a dedicated and experienced teacher recently returned from second~ent 
to a well-respected careers and counselling course. I also taped long conversattons 

ith all the parents of the main group, and with all senior masters of the school, 
:ain junior teachers in contact with members of the group, and with the careers 
officers coming into the school. 

t followed all twelve boys from the main group, as well as three selected boys 
from the comparative groups, into work. Fifteen short periods of participant 
observation were devoted to actually working alongside each lad in his job, and 
were concluded with taped interviews with the individual and selected interviews 
with foremen, managers and shop stewards. 

Hammertown is first recorded in the Doomsday Book as a tiny hamlet. It is in 
the centre of England as part of a much larger conurbation. Like many other small 
towns around there, its population size and importance exploded during the 
Industrial Revolution. The coming of canals and the building of a foundry by 
Boulton and Watt for the construction of metal castings for other manufa~turers 
in the middle of the eighteenth century transformed its nature. It was among the 
first of the industrial towns, and its population one of the first industrial proletari· 
ats. By 1800 it had extensive iron-smelting works and iron foundries as well as soap, 
lead and glass works. More recently it has become an important centre for bearing 
engineering, and the production of springs, cycle components, glass, screws, and 
nuts and bolts. It is indeed a Midlands nuts and bolts town, which was in its time 
one of the cradles of the Industrial Revolution. 

It is now part of a huge industrial conurbation in the Midlands. People still think 
of it as rough and dirty, even though its civic record in public services and housing 
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provision is better than most in the region. Tumbledown cottages and Victorian 
slum terraces have now been largely cleared away and replaced by modern council 
houses and highrise flats. But when boys from Hammcrtown meet girls away from 
home they still like to say that they arc from the adjacent big city which, conveni
ently, supplies their postal code. 

The population of the town reached its peak in the early 1950s and has been 
falling since, despite the arrival of substantial numbers of black immigrants. The 
population is now about 60,000 and, interestingly, has one of the highest 'activity 
rates'(S] - especially for women - in the country. The age/sex structure of 
Hammertown is similar to that for the rest of England and Wales, but its class 
structure is notably different. It is essentially a working class town. Only 8 per cent 
of its residents are in professional and managerial occupations (half the national 
rale) and t~e overwhelming majority of the population arc in some form of manual 
work. There is a startling daily inn ow of around 3,000 middle class people from the 
south and west who will work but not live in l·lammcrtown. The dearth of the 
middle classes· is reflected in the fact that under 2 per cent of adults are in full-time 
education (again half the national rate). 

The structure of employment demonstrates the distinctively industrial nature of 
the working class community. There is a total labour force of about 36,000 of 
which fully 79 per cent is involved in manufacturing of some kind compared with 
35 per cent nationally and 55 per cent for the conurbation. Metal and metal goods 
manufacturing accounts for over half of such employment. The other major sources 
of employment are in food, drinks and lobacco industries, mechanical engineering, 
vehicles, bricks, pottery and glass, and distribution. Employment prospects are 
generally good in Hammcrtown and even during recession its unemployment rate 
has stayed about I per cent under the national average. 

Although the town was industrialised over 200 years ago, and has kept many of 
the same basic industries - especially metal and metal working - it does not have 
the small firm/family firm infrastructure of many similar towns. In fact its indust
rial organisational structure is slrikingly modern. Much of the employment in 
Hammcrtown is in large factories which arc often themselves a branch of national 
or multinational companies. Sixty per cent of the total workforce works in firms 
employing over 1,000 people. Under S per cent of those in manufacturing work in 
firms employing less than 25 people. Fifty-eight per cent of the total industrial 
floorspace is concentrated in thirty-eight factories exceeding I 00,000 sq. ft. in size. 
Over 20 per cent of the total area of the town is in industrial use. 

Hammertown is altogether something of an archetypal industrial town. It has 
all the classic industrial hallmarks as well as those of modem monopoly capitalism 
in conjunction with a proletariat which is just about the oldest in the world. 

Notes 

(I] There are masses of statistics demonstrating systematic differences between 

the working and middle class in Britain. There is little disagreement about the 
reliability of these statistics and the latest volume of Social Trends (no. 6, 1975, 
HMSO) brings together most of the official data. Sixty-three per cent of the heads 
of households arc in manual work of some kind. The lower the social class the 
lower the income, the greater the likelihood of unemployment, the greater the 
likelihood of poor conditions of work, lhe greater the likelihood of being off work 
through sickness. Sec also for distributions of wealth and income: A, Atkinson, 
Unequal Shares, Penguin, 1974; F. Field, Unequal Britain, Arrow, 1974. 

[2) Sec, for instance, 'Control experiment', The Guardian, 18 March 1975; 
'They turn our schools into a jungle of violence', Sunday Express, 9 June 1974 
(by Angus Maude MP); and 'Discipline or terror' and 'In our schools .. . defiance, 
gang war and mugging', Sunday People, 16 June 1974; and the film by Angela 
Pope on BBC Panorama, 'The Best Years?', broadcast 23 March 1977. 

(3] Even the official government report on the first year of RSLA, mainly 
notable for its optimism in contrast to all other commentaries, accepted that there 
was a 'core of dissidents' and recorded 'a strong impression that misbehaviour had 
increased'. DES Reports on Education, The First Year After RSLA, April 1975. 

[4] See National Association of School Masters, 'Discipline in Schools', 1975; 
NAS, 'The Retreat from Authority', 1976; National Union of Teachers, Executive 
Reporl, 'Discipline in Schools', in 1976 Conference Report. 

(5] Reported in The Guardian, 27 June 1976. See also J. Mack, 'Disruptive 
pupils',NewSociety, 5 August 1976. 

(6] In an important speech at Ruskin College, Oxford, in October 1976, Mr 
Callaghan, the prime minister, called for a 'great debate' on education to examine 
some of the new teaching techniques, parental 'unease', the possibility of a 'core 
curriculum' and '(educational) priorities( ... ) to secure high efficiency( . .. ) by the 
skilful use of the .£6 billion of existing resources'. 

(7) A. H. Haisley stated recently, even after the help of an OECD seminar on 
'Education, Inequality and Life Chance', that 'we are still far from a complete 
understanding ... [ of why educational] achievement is so stubbornly correlated 
with social origin' ('Would chance still be a fine thing', The Guardian, 11 February 
1975). 

(8) The activity rate is the proportion of the population, aged fifteen or over, 
which is economically active. This and most of the following information is taken 
from the structure plan of the local borough. Statistics relate usually to I 970. 
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S Penetrations 

Although we have looked in some detail through case study at the experience and 
cultural processes of being male, white, working class, unqualified, disaffected and 
moving into manual work in contemporary capitalism, there are still some mysteries 
to be explained. In one sense it might seem that one set of random causalities -
individual pathology and cultural deprivation - has simply been replaced by another 
- cultural creativity and continuity. We have seen how some working class lads 
differentiate themselves from the Institution, but why Is this so? We have seen the 
conviction with which they hold their views, insights and feelings of cultural 
election, but what is the bas~ for this subjective elevation? We have seen their 
attitude to the occupational structure, but how can we explain its reversal of the 
conventional evaluation? We have seen how their genuinely held insights and 
convictions lead finally to an objective work situation which seems to be entrap
ment rather than liberation. But how does this happen? What are the basic deter
minants of those cultural forms whose tensions, reversals, continuities and fmal 
outcomes we have already explored? 

Eements of Analysis 

In order to answer some of these questions and contradictions we must plunge 
beneath the surface of ethnography In a more interpretative mode. I suggest that 
we may approach a deeper understanding of the culture we have studied through 
the notions of penetration and limitation. 

'Penetration' is meant to designate impulses within a cultural form towards the 
penetration of the conditions of existence of Its members and their position within 
the social whole but in a way which is not centred, essentialist or Individualist. 
'limitation' is meant to designate those blocks, diversions and ideological effects 
which confuse and impede the full development and expression of these impulses. 
The rather clumsy but strictly accurate term, 'partial penetration' Is meant to 
designate the interaction of these two terms In a concrete culture. Ethnography 
describes the field of play in which the Impulses and limitations combine but 
cannot isolate them theoretically or show them separately. 

Penetrations are not only crucially skewed and deprived of their independence, 
but also bound back finally into the structure they are uncovering in complex ways 
by Internal and external limitations. There is ultimately a guilty and unrecognised -
precisely a 'partial' - relationship of these penetrations to that which they seem to 
be independent from, and see into. It is this specific combination of cultural 
'insight' and partiality which gives the mediated strength of personal validation and 
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Identity to individual behaviour which leads In the end to entrapment. There 

really is at some level a rational and potentially developmental basis for outcomes 

which appear to be completely Irrational and regressive. It is, I would argue, only 

this contradictory double articulation which allows a class society to exist in 

liberal and democratic forms: for an unfree condition to be entered freely. More 

concretely, the specific cultural and subjective self-preparation of labour power 

which we have examined Involves a potential progression towards more rational 

alternatives, which is suspended and caught off balance, unprotected, by crucial 

limitations. It is precipitated finally - without a stake in the conventional nor yet 

in an alternative - as the subjective inhabitation of a certain definition of manual 

labour power. This is a precipitation, however, which nevertheless carries over with 

It some of the affirmation and election based on blocked or distorted cultural 

penetrations. The astonishing thing which this book attempts to present is that 

there is a moment - and it only needs to be this for the gates to shut on the future -

In working class culture when the manual giving of labour power represents both 

a freedom, election and transcendence, and a precise insertion into a system of 

exploitation and oppression for working class people. The former promises the 

~ future, the latter shows the present. It Is the future in the present which hammers 

· freedom to inequality in the reality of contemporary capitalism. 

The remainder of this chapter outlines some of the impulses towards penetration 

in the counter-school culture. The next two chapters deal with those internal and 

external limitations which prevent and distort their sweep down to the really 

determining conditions and full context of the cultural form. Much of what follows 

is relevant to working class culture in general. Before that, however, it is necessary 

to examine more closely the elements Involved in the notion of ' penetration': the 

real form of its action in the world, the scope of this action and its base in human 

agency. In particular we must define in what sense cultural penetrations of the 

fundamental relations and categories of society can be either 'rational' or 'creative'. 

The counter-school culture and its processes arise from definite circumstances 

In a specific historical relation and are in no sense accidentalJy produced. The 

recognition of determination does not, however, dismiss creativity. Two qualifica

tions must be insisted upon immediately however. Creativity is in no individual 

act, no one particular head, and Is not the result of conscious intention. Its logic 

could only occur, as I argue later, at the group level. Secondly creativity cannot be 

pictured as a unique capacity or one able to produce limitless outcomes. Nor can it 

be considered in any sense as mastery - over the future or the present. On the 

contrary, it leads, paradoxically, to profound entrapments barred over more by the 

flush of subjective certainty. 

Having entered these caveats, however, it must also be insisted that this cultural 

form Is not produced by simple outside determination. It is produced also from the 

activities and struggles of each new generation. We are dealing with collective, if not 

consciously directed, will and action as they overlay, and themselves take up 

'creative' positions with respect to finally reproduce what we call 'outside deter• 

minations'. It Is these cultural and subjective processes, and actions which now 
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from them, which actually produce and re d 
structure. It is only by passin thr _pro uce what we think of as aspects of 

effective in the social world !t allot -~s moment that determinations are made 

with 'consent' in this realm which. cmons are taken by individuals 'freely' and 
no amount of formal t al d' . 

produce. If working class kids on th . . ex em 1rection could 

their actions for themselves no-"n e1r .~day to work did not believe the logic of 
• ..., e ou..-.. e nor outside . 

them - especially in view of the convention~ asse events, could conVJnce 

and where they are going. The culture provides th ss~en! of what they are doing 

ment and action. e pnnciples of individual move-

The penetrations produced, however at the cull al I . 

what I still want to call a certain creativity are b n ur evel in_ the working class by 

run along certain lines whose basic dete i Y tsolir_neans quite open ended. They 

1 
rm nan e outside the J d' 'd al th 

group or c ass. It is no accident that diffi t n lvt u ' e 

instance, come up with similar 1·ns1'ght eren hgroups Jn different schools, for 
s, even t ough they a th d 

separate efforts, and thus combine to make d' r J I re e pro ucts of 

are penetrating through to roughJ th is met ve c ass bonds. All the grpups 

hold their present and future po~bili;i;am;,.reai determining conditions which 

something to be discovered not i . ds. e _o ~ect , therefore, of creativity is 

of, what is discovered are aiready :~g,;e · "!e ltmJts to, and internal relationships 

shown the way• they would not have d. i·scn oavno derthso_clety 'the lads' would have been 

Of 
ere cir own 

course the whole specificity of the I . 

Insights are not merely set lessons learned cu tural l~vel developed here is that such 

are lived out and are the result of con t' no~ passive information taken in. They 

basis of such 'insights' developed in ut~: et:n th un:rtaJn exploration. It is on the 

action and enjoyment are predicated whi~h \eat ose other forms of behaviour, 

and obvious creative life to a culture. 81 the moSt flamboyant appearance 

In a sense this most central point of referenc is 
centre beneath the splendid bedizenment f I e an absent or at least silent 

, al o a cu ture. It is imp 'bl t • 
ration lty. No amount of direct questi in ill . oss1 e o prove Its 

The variety of fonns and challenges at~~ g w fi elic~t it from cultural participants. 

that they might have a concentric cause e ~ a~e oh the culture bewilder a notion 

forms is limited. The external more bVi 1 w Y the ethnography of visible 

random features must be read back t oth i°~ y creative, varied and sometimes 

traC'ed to the heart of Its conceptual re~tio:~. ea~. The logic of a living must be 

creativity of a culture Th1's al ips I we are to understand the social 
· ways concerns at some I l . . 

action upon, the particularity of Its place withln d eve • a re~ogmuon of, and 

One of the most profound reasons w . a . etennJ~a_te social structure. 

nUonally at the surface of the culture 1:fhthJS soctal creativity cannot be expressed 

does not proceed with a pu e I at It is truly only half the story. It really 

We must posit the . r express ve purpose from the centre of the culture 

ii is, but the concr:.:n;!::o:/s a clean and coherent insight in order to say wha; 

not allow single pure dyna . f cultu_res, as ethno~phy insistently reminds us, do 

turned and deposited int:'~ct~e; f!eu very formatio~ th~se 'insights' are distorted, 

labour - which make it hard t b Jinns - such as subJecuve affinnatJon of manual 

o e eve there has ever been, or could ever be, even 
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. d that it should be easily expressed, This 
a notion of a rational kernel, never mm t d' t·inguish between the level of the 

h th. gs that we mus is • means, amongst ot er m ' . . in our specification of creativtty 
cultural and the level of practical consciousness 

and rationality. . . 'ghts are made consciously in any one mind or even 
The argument is not that ms1 . 1· e although the spoken everyday 

. d ups of mmds over 1m - . . If 
in the same mm or gro f . . bl and in contradiction WJth itse or 
word might illu~inate as_pects a o d ':/;~:t {onsciousness may in some senses be 
perhaps unconsciously. ~reel n. d ~ welt reflect only the final stages of 
our poorest and least rational gui de. tdmayt ad'1ctory forms which basic insights 

d the mystifie an con r th 
cultural processes an t d'fferent times it may represent e 
take as they are lived out. Furth;rm:re, a fiic~s and processes beneath it. In this, 
contradictory moments o_f. the cu tur b ci°n estions produce verbal contradictions. 
for instance; it is unsurpnsmg that ver a qu. the most open to distraction and 
Not only this but practical . c_onsciofus_ness isatterns attempts to please the other• . n Repet1t1on O given p • 1' 
momentary m uence. t t t \low abstract norms of, say' po iteness, 
superficial mimicry• earnest attemp _s t olr o nee can be mixed in with comments 
sophistication or what is taken as t e 1 igeson~nce Survey methods, and all forms 
and responses which ha~e a true cu ~ut re ritten r~sponses, no matter what their 
of methods relying basically on ver a or w . l ) 
sophistication, can never distinguish t~ese cate_gounsense.sls It is a privileged source of 

. y to dismiss consc10 · This is not m any wa 1• d and ultimately the only stake 
· 'f perly contextua 1se , . 

information and meam~g I pr~ t of the cultural level and relates most basically 
in the struggle for meamngs. It ts par . I It bi ds i·n with it and has a consist-

d. t pression of its aw· n ' · to it as the Imme ta e ex 
1 1 Ith respect to its complexity, 

ency, validity and directly ~evelopment\ ~:e~ o:ly when it is detached from its 
C nsciousness is in any conceivable sense a . 0 d ked to answer questions. 
variable cultural context ~n as. of the counter-school culture are not then 

The creativity and rational impulses f Nor are they basically centred on 
idealist or fantastic produc!s of th~ Imagine ~on. e they able to take any tum they 
the acting individual and his co~sc1ousne:s. t:~::figure the future.(2] A romantic 
wish. They are not finally able t any w y ts that they are experimenting in some 
view of working class cu~tu~al tr~~ ~s:~ey provide concrete outlines for living 
way with the future. This imp ies a . In which such imaginings can 

. al' . thrown There 1s no way . for when cap1t ism is over . . It is quite wrong to picture 
f~ oive what they promise. d 

promise what they o er or o-. timisticalty as the vanguard in the gran 
working class culture or consc1ous_ne_ss o~f an thing - the central case in this book 
march towards rationality a~d s~c1al1s~. f they future in working class culture, and 
- it is these elements of rationality a~ o ct final) in their current social form and 
Particularly in that of the school, which a y . ly that It is the apparent 

. d d ys to prevent precise · al in complex and unmten e wa h' h b . gs the hell of its own re 
cultural ascension of the working class w IC nn 

present.[3) . b osiling the one distinctive and 
We must seal this list o~ nehgauves, ~ow:;:; cJit~ral creativity and insight reallY 

often unrecognised potential t at wor ng 
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does have. It is embedded in the only class In the capitalist social formation which 
does not have a structurally based vested interest in mystifying itself. Though 
there are many barriers to a proper understanding, though there are many ideologl· 
cal inversions and distortions, and though the tools for analysis are often missing, 
the fact still remains that the working class is the only class not inherently struct, 
ured from within by the ideological intricacy of capitalist organisation. It does not 
take nor, therefore, need to hold the cultural and social 'initiative' and is thus 
potentially freer from its logic. 

The working class does not have to believe the dominant ideology. It docs not 
need the mask of democracy to cover its face of oppression. The very existence and 
consciousness of the middle class is deeply integrated into that structure which 
gives it dominance. There are none who believe so well as those who oppress as 
honest men. Whal kind of bourgeoisie is it that docs not in some way believe its 
own \egitimations? That would be the denial of themselves. It would be the solu
tion of a problem of which they were the main puzzle. It would invite self
destruction as the next logical move. The working class is the only group in 1' 
capitalism that docs not have to believe in capitalist legitlmations as a condition of 
Its own survival. 

Clear boundaries must, however, again be marked. This potential for de-mystifi
cation falls short of an ability to prefigure other forms - that must wait for a basic 
structural shift to renexively determine its own cultural practices and stable forms 
of pattern and circle in intention and unintention. All we can say is that the de
mystification of capitalist ideology, legitimations and self-delusions would be 
a precondition for a properly socialist society. We have yet, though, no examples of 
this. For the moment, and especially for our immediate object of study, this greater 
capacity for cultural penetration has, in its real social form, resulted in a deeper 
and more entangled entrapment within the capitalist order, It is for from settled 
whelher this capacity, in any way in which it has actually been taken up, is ables
sing or a curse, [4] 

This is to argue, therefore, for a certain kind of creativity. It is still free-floating, 
however, unless we can specify the human base from which it springs and its 
particular fonn of work on the world, its form of praxis. 

I suggest that the smallest, discrete unit which acts as the basis for cultural 
penetration is the informal group, The group is special and more than the sum of 
its individual parts. It has, in particular, a social dynamic which is relalively inde
pendent of issues and locations, preconceptions and prejudice. A social force which 
we might simply call loyalty tends to overdetermine previous attitudes and the 
specific conditions of the group's existence. It has been shown in American micro
sociology that leadership, leadership aims, maintenance of the group, and con
vergence of individual views, are permanent characteristics of groups (al least in 
Western capitalism).(5] Jt is a requirement for the group's continued existence 
that there should be strongly held group views and purposes. Social psychology 
calls this high morale. The power that is thus generated in the group, and its 
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nstitutes an important social fo,ce. It is pa,tly from this unspecified o~en nature, _co tural articulations are generated. . . source that wider symbol_1c cul . f al roup a ,elative suspension of individual We have, therefore, m the m oimal'tg f the group and its aims, which is not ·tment to the re I Y O th' interests and a comm• b h' history or location of the group. In is sense closely specified in the mem ers l~d d ' subiect in its own right. It has an h f be const ere as a • 
1. · d the group can, t ere ore, . . ecific to its own level in a way not mute internal impulse to find an obJectt~e sp 'd ' gy of its individual members.(6) k I d e expenence or 1 eo,o b th by the previous now e g ' ·n class counte,-school culture, supported y e l want to suggest that_ wo~ki g . of contacts between groups passing on what is informal group and an mfimte ~enes ted and open-ended force at least in part 1 t turns its genera . d best and most re evan ' . . wa of its members' real conditions an possl-upon a de-~ystlfication tn its o~n. :Ct to assert that any such intention, or final bilities wlthtn a class s~clet~. This is ·n an one person's head, the ,esult of an content of unde1stand1~g, is actually ~ f y f an individual ,ationality. We are 

individual subjective_ will, o, even in t ~ :;s;ecific level of cultural 'insight'. It dealing with the umt of the grouph, an t'alt'ty of the penetrations made at this b embered that t e par I l should also e rem . al develo ment and exp,esslon.(7 level anyway prevent their full ration d p of what I maintain must be seen Ill Having suggested the basis: force an sc.°f ~e cha,acteristic manner of its work 
a kind of creativity• it re~ams_ to s:::swhat I have called cultural penetrations. upon the world, the prax~s which ~ u on the world is, I suggest, a kind of The characteristic expression of this_ fort .!chanically mark, or in some simple p1oduction. The cu\tu,al ~oes not st~~-Y s It works upon them with its own sense 'live out' wide, social con,tra~1c ion c·ombt"nations limited transformations h. tial reso ut1ons, ,e ' b resources to ac ieve par but concrete, specific to its own level and the asls which are uncertain to be s~1e, ·1 ll im ortant to that wider social order. for actions and decisions which are v1 a Y / provided from outside for this kind The relevant materials are not necessa~ YI am pointing to produces partly its 
of work and production. lndee~ _the i~r:" :truggle with the constrictions of the own materials for its own activity f rce into the concrete form of the l81 Wh t delivers the group O ti available forms. a . . t I of the book is importantly a dellec on specifically cultural as studte~ tn pa~ Ian uage - into antagonistic behavioural, from the dominant mode of s1gnificat10~ - / nventional words cannot properly visual and stylistic forms of expression.. o de at the infrastroctural unit of , • h 1 ial of penetrattons ma in harness and say t e ma er I ral Words created under bourgeois sway the group in the mode of the cu tu . f t did not go Into their maldnj:'°Part of determinate conditions ca~no! ex.press w awa a re. ection of words and considered the reaction to the school mst1tut1onl i~:ny Thy wa/ in which these creative insights language as the expression of menta I e._ \tagonlsm to the dominant bourgeois are expressed, therefore, is one of expres~ve a f r the working class the cultural Is 
mode of signification - langu~g~. In a re ::~~: t;e cultural to anti-abstract behavl· 
in a battle with \~n~ua~e. This is not ~:t~ onlstic way of expressing abstract and 
our. It is to posit it, tn par\ asi a;I iduaf subject but on the group: not on the mental life centred, not on t e n v • 
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provided language but on lived demonstration, direct involvement and practical 
mastery. 

This is not to deny individual consciousness and language use in their dialectical connection with class practice but to suggest the possibility in a class society of an asymmetrical and distanced form of relationship between the two. Language is no Jess rich in the counter-school culture than in the conformist one - indeed it is a great deal more incisive and lively - but it cannot express, and is therefore not used in that mode, those mental insights which are anyway too much for the received language. Critical meanings arising from the force of creativity in informal groups are diverted back into the group and into the cultural to inform, enforce 
and shape many other kinds of physical and stylistic practices there. Relatively autonomous cultural practices such as transformations in clothes, habits, styles of behaviour, personal appearance and group interaction can all be seen in the light of this larger praxis. 

Amongst other things this level of cultural activity 'expresses', mediates, or reports on, in its own materials and practices, a notion of the world as it is specially inhabited by the social groups who constitute its terrain. If only because of this social position and lack of disqualification and self-mystification discussed earlier, there are likely to be elements of (perhaps distorted or displaced) radical insight, as well as much else besides, buried in specifically cultural activities. These activities _ by working on real materials in patticular contexts and producing surprising, unexpected or transformed outcomes - also act to expose and cast into doubt the workings of the larger ideologies, institutions and structural relationships of the whole society .{9) This is achieved without any necessary direction, intention or purpose. It happens almost by the way, as if a by-product, in the immediate concerns of the day to day culture. It never-the-less strengthens the culture, may change its basis and increase the s~~pe of its confidence and action. It increases the sense amongst its members of election and affirmation and provides a fuller and more finely judged grounding for cultural activities, style, and attitudes which it is felt hold a greater relevance and resonance than can be directly explained. Experientially it is an aspect of how the culture 'works' for its members in the way 
that others do not. The combination of these two kinds of cultural production and their interaction, especially in relation to major life decisions and transitions, help to make up what I have called cultural penetrations. 

An interpretative analysis makes it possible to probe this level. One can interrogate the cultural for what unspoken assumptions lie behind it. What are the grounds that make this attitude sensible? What is the context which makes that action rwonable? What is being expressed through what kind of displacement or projectIon In such and such an object, artefact or symbolic complex? It is through such questions that it is possible to build up a construction of the rational Impulse towards penetration of Its context and conditions of the counter-school culture. We are dealing with an analytic category, of course, and our 'penetrations' can never be taken from the mouths of the social agents, but It has a concrete referent In the cultural and Its specific level of collectiv:lty. The cultural forms may not say 
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w what they say' but they mean what they do - at least in 
what they know, nor kno Is dishonesty in interpreting that. 
the logic of their praxis. There no 

Penetrations 

Education and qualifications . . 
·ron to teachers can be seen an the bght of 

'The lads' ' rejection of sch_ool and oppo:~tlined in chapter 3. Their culture ~enies 
a penetration of the teaching paradigm . ful 'equivalent' for the generabty of 
that knowledge is in any sense a mh eanmtgl ous and manipulative modifications 

kid It• es through' t e tau O og '[l0]th rl 
working_ class s._ se ified with 'relevant'J'progressi~e eo es 
of the basic paradigm - whether dign f al guidance [11 )what IS the real state 
or not. It 'knows' better than the new voca ion 

of the job market. "d n eye to the glint of steel beneath the 
The counter-school cultur~ thus prr;t ~; its own specific practices but it also 

usual institutional kerfuffle m schoo · f the crucial social transactions and 
searches out and critically ~xposes some ob ouped in three sets. They are all 

. . "th" education These can e gr 
contrad1ct1ons wi lll • f the 'e uivalent' on offer. 
addressed to unmasking the nature o . q l d in its own way with a relatively 

Firstly the _counter-school cultu~: is ~~:::t~-costed' assessment of the rewards 
subtle, dynamic, and, so to s~eak, w:ch the school seeks to exact from working 
of the confonnism and ob_ed~enc~ deep seated scepticism about the value of 
class kids. In particula_r this mv; ves ~ght be sacrificed to get them: a sacrifice 

qualifications in relation to w at mi f ality of action involvement and 
f . l dead time but o a qu ' l f ur 

ultimately' not o sunp e . . , i not only immediate, it is a sty e o ae 
independence. Immediate grat1~cat1on s r To be an 'ear'ole' now and to 
and offers the same thing too m ten Y~gharst bun~~ close off for ever the abilities 

·r. . f dubious value m1 e 
gain quah 1cat1ons o . 'ficalions ofany kind at any stage. 
which allow and generate immediate gr~_it t but so too might the object of the 

The sacrifice might, then, be exor I and' . tations suggest that the outcome 
sacrifice be meaningless. Cultural values an onen ·ixed blessing. Qualifications are 

. b . is not always an urun d in 
which qualifications nng 'kel to affect job choice ('What's the use o g 
likely to be low anyway and no~ 11, le!ets - S ike) and are not seen to be such an 
CSEs when the others have g~t O . t: . bs 'the lads' are likely to obtain 
important criterion for selection anyway m d eitl? J ey) But what would be the 

h 'em if I can o - 0 • ('nt always be able to s ow , d its likely result of moderate up-
of academic 'success an d billty 

meaning, in any case, . h f . bs? The possibility of real upwar mo 
wards movement in the h1erarc Y 'i).o JO F . 'the lads' 'success' means going into Ill 
seems so remote as to be meanin ess .. :r seem to offer little but take a lot. And 
apprenticeship or clerical work. ~uch JO \t l ode Free cultural involvement, 
this assessment is clearly made in the cu ura m . floor and independence of 
social collectivity' the risk of the street ard factoj r1ZC: The cultural choice b 
mind would all be lost for a mainly forma - not rea - P . 
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for the uncertain adventure of civil society against the constricting safety of con· 
forrnism and only relative or even illusory official progress. 

These cultural penetrations are, I would argue, of something real. Their form is 
or direct cultural activity and immediacy but they expose more than they know. In 
the first place there is a common educational fallacy that opportunities can be 
made by education, that upward mobility is basically a matter of individual push, 
that qua1ifications make their own openings.(12) Part of the social democratic 
belief in education even seems to be that the aggregate of all these opportunities 
created by the upward push of education actually transforms the possibilities for 
all the working class, and so challenges the class structure itself. 

In fact, of course, opportunities are created only by the upward pull of the 
economy, and then only in relatively small numbers for the working class. The 
whole nature of Western capitalism is also such that classes are structured and 
persistent so that even relatively high rates of individual mobility make no dif
ference to the existence or position of the working class. No conceivable number 
of certificates amongst the working class will make for a classless society, or con
vince industrialists and employers - even if they were able - that they should create 
more jobs. 

It may well be argued that (as penetrated at the cultural level in its own way and 
for its own different immediate purposes) the proliferation of various certificates 
for working class occupants is more about obscuring the meaningless nature •of 
work and constructing false hierarchies and binding people into them ideologically, 
than it is about creating or reflecting, lhe growth of more demanding jobs. 

Secondly the culture makes a kind of assessment of the quality of available work. 
Though it is questionable whether they secure employment anyway, it can be sug
gested that what qualifications seem to promise for their working class bearers 
concerning the quality of work they might expect is basically illusory in the first 
place. Most work in industry is basically meaningless. Again we can see the general 
accuracy of the cultural penetration concerning the commonality of all forms of 
modern labour and the dubiety of the conformist road and absorption in the job -
maintaining a relevance at another level (which reflects back on the lived level of 
course) even as it is produced on its own, immediate, cultural terrain. 

More than ever Coday the concrete forms of most jobs are converging into stand· 
ud forms. They require very little skill or training from their incumbents, and 
cannot offer realistic opportunities for intrinsic satisfaction. Despite the rearguard 
action of job restructuring and job enrichment (13) the overwhelming weight of 
the evidence is that more and more jobs are being de-skilled, standardised and 
lntensifiod. [ l 4] It is qui le illusory to picture the labour market as open to deter· 
mination from the pool of skills and capacities amongst young workers. One need 
only mention the unprecedented scale of unemployment amongst young workers 
at lhe moment[15] and the worrying trend towards slructural unemployment of 
Unskilled youngsters [ 16] to question the power young people have in any mean
ingful sense over the occupational market. 

Objective grounds therefore certainly exist for questioning whether it is sensible 
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allflcations when both thelr efficacy and 
to invest the self and its energies ind q\t The counter-school culture poses this 
their object must be held in great_ r:~ it~ members; the school does not. . 
problem - at least at a cultural level d th t the importance of instltutionabsed 

Bourdieu and Paseron have argue . .; exclusion rather than in technical or 
knowledge and qualifications lies In soc; duce a class society. A seemingly 
humanistic advance. They legitimate adn rleprpoital as the social arbiter in modem 

, C" has replace rea ca 1 al · tal' 
more democratic curren J h t ·t is the exclusive 'cu tur cap1 -
society. Bourdieu and Paseron a~~e t ~ u:ation of language and figures - of the 
knowledge and skill in the symbo ic mamp the success of their offspring and thus 
dominant groups in society which ensdures_ il oe This is because educational ad-

. f l position an pnv e., · · I th 
the reproduction o c ass h 'f . , meritocratic testing of precise y ose 
vancemel'lt is controlled th~ough_ t e l ~r 
skills which 'cultural capital provtdes.{ ] f the role and importance of qualifica

lnsofar as this is an accurate assessment_ o f working class kids to place their 
h . w that it is unwise or i 

lions, it supports t e vie . Th e things act not to push people up - as n 
trust in diplomas and certificates.. t ~s there those who are already at the top. 

.f.. the official account - but to ~a1~ amd h t through with class meanlng,(18] the 
Insofar as knowledge is always b1ase an h~ oi b ilt disadvantage of possessing the 

d t ust overcome is n u . A ,. 
working class stu en m d t' nal decoders to start with. iew can 

l d the wrong e uca 10 . h 
wrong class cu ture an I . th ugh a good number trying, owever, 
make it. The class can n~ver ~~llo;.~d t ;e :ddle class enjoys its privilege not by 
that the class structure is leg1t1m . . f apparently proven greater com-

. birth but by vtrtue o an l It virtue of inhentance or ' . licit in the counter-schoo cu ure, 
petence and merit. The refusal_ to co~~ete '/mp to collude in its own educational 
Is therefore In this sense a radical act. it re uses 

suppression. makes a real penetration of what might be 
Finally the counter-school cultured I d group logics and the nature of their 

. b tween indivi ua an t' called the difference e . The essence of the cultural penetra ion 
f . in modern education. 1 ·t· 'th its ideological con us1on . l within the cultura m1 ieu w1 

h h l made unselfconscious y l 11 live concerning t e sc oo - . . II the same an inherent y co ec 
own practices and objects ~ut deltermmmg ;p interests is different from the logic 

. th t the logic of c ass or gro b'\'t in this 
perspective - 1s a . d. 'd I working class person mo 1 t Y 
of individual interests. To the rn iv, ua ki g class individuals do 'make it' and 
society may mean something. Some wb or n of them To the class or group at its 

. d' 'd al ma" hope to e one . b'lity any particular m tvt u J • • thing at all. The only true mo l 
I l however mobthty means no 

own proper eve , ' . of the whole class society. . 
at this level would be the destruct~on ·c for the individual then, but for the class it 

Conformism may hold a_certam logi ·bTties of independence and creation for 
holds no rewards: it is to give up all posst t lTh . dividual might be convinced by 
nothing but an illusory ideal of classlessness. e ~nto happen In society - advanct 
education's apparent resume of wha~ is si::~~chool culture 'knows' much better 
through effort for all who try - butt e co . rr t exclusion of the mass through 
than the state and its agencies what to expect; e : ~ulture and other working class 
spurious recourse to merit. The counter-sc oo 
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cultural fonns contain elements towards a profound critique of the dominant 
ideology of individualism in our society. They expose at some level the conse
quences, possibilities, realities and illusions of belonging to a class for its members 
- even where its constituent individuals are still behaving perhaps individualistically 
and compelitively in some things and in the private spheres of their lives. In parlicu
lar, the counter-school cullure idenlifies the false individualistic promises of domi
n.i..nt ideology as they operate in the school. 

It is in the school with its basic teaching paradigm that lhose altitudes needed 
for indilddual success are presented as necessary in general. The contradiction is 
never admitted that not all can succeed, and that there is no point for the unsuc
cessful in following prescriptions for success - hard work, diligence, conformism, 
accepting knowledge as an equivalent of real value. There is a generalisation in the 
school from an individualistic logic lo a group logic without a recognition of the 
very different nature and level of abstraction of the latter. 

Of course the careers version and certain modifications and theoretical develop
ments of the basic teaching paradigm hold that 'success' cannol be measured on 
a vertical scale of qualifications or of different job status alone. There is a horizontal 
quotient as well. It is possible lo 'succeed' in a job conventionally registered as 
being of low status if it demands, utilises, or allows the expression of capacities 
other than the conventional ones. It is possible, for instance, that even a meaning
less job could be made a 'success' if it were carried out with pride and honesty. The 
vertical class scale of occupation aclually faced by working class kids is converted 
both morally and practically into a differentiated multi-dimensional structure 
which promises lo hold riches for all. 

The uneasy stretch between lhe presentation of hard work and conformism both 
as a specific way to success and as a generally desirable property; the uncertainty of 
presenting the academic gradient as something which is worth moving up but which 
by no means exhausts all sources of value and achievement ; the contradictory 
altempt to squee1.e potential for self-developmenl and value into all human 
capacity even as it slides down off the graph of the school's own proper academic 
measures: these all recognise, in some way, lhe difficulty of extending an indi
vidualistic logic into a class logic, but allempt a reconstitution of the same move 
in yet more mystified forms. These produce the mosl basic wobbles in the institu· 
Uonal axis which the counter-school culture is quick to pick up in its own way. 
The cultural penetration of the contradictions at the heart of education is a power
ful force for the inceplion and reinforcement of differentiation in individual 
biographies. The counter-school culture reasserts as one of the bases of ils visible 
fonns a version of lhe appropriate class logic and gives an idenlily to - 'explains' -
the position of its members, not by an illusory accommodation in the dominant 
academic and occupational gradient, but by a transformation and an inversion. For 
the class as a class, the academic and occupational gradient measures not abilities 
but simply its own immovable repression. The working class is the bottom half of 
this gradient no mailer how its atoms move. The wisdom of movement up the 
&radient as an individual is replaced by the stupidily of movement as a member of 
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t the heart of the working class school the 
a class. By penetrating the contr~?~ctl~n ~ts members from the burden of conform. 
counter-school culture he~ps to I e;a e II their capacities and potentials to take ism and conventional achievement. t a ows 
root elsewhere. 

Labour power: a commodity like no other . . . 
d. ti the reality of the school 10st1tullon The counter-school culture confro~ts nhec y ·1 attempts to make - especially In th' g of the unfair exc ange 1 

and exposes some 10 f h the culture has forged in its own name. At 
the light of the other kinds o exc ang~ I t re of human labour power. It has 

I I . 1 explores the specta na u . its own eve 1t a so t._,1 limitless nature of commitment. In . . h h. h to suggest the poten tm Y . . matenals W1t w IC b er is not a fixed but a vanable quantity, 
particular it demonstrate~ t~at la our :ow mally or officially the individual has at and that no matter how it ts pres~nte nor 
least some control over its expend1tur:. . . school is not the giving of some. . t k and con,orm1sm 10 f A co~m1tment o wor f time and attention. It is the giving up o the 
thing finite: a measured bl~~- o . that cannot be measured or controlled 
use of a set of potential_ act1v1t1es _in a way Getting through a term without putting 
and which prevents th~ir alte::~1i:n ~;-the teacher's authority' the guerrilla war. 
pen to paper' the continuous . ti about limiting such demands upon the 
fare of the classroom and ~orridor t~ p;r y ing by individuals of a certain sense of 
self. These are impor~ant site~ for·~e eone:;: shopfloor they need no telling to 'take 
labour power. When ~he, la~s am 'th [management) always want more, you've 
it easy'' 'take no notice ' o~ t~1at .e~ndeed in several important ways, working 
had it if you l~t them ge_t t _eu ~a~l-deflecti~n of the requirements of an external 
class kids praclls~d In the_ mstLtutlon and interests are more adept than their future 
system from their own vital ednergy 11· g tl1eir own activities. This is because, at 

k · settling an contro m . · hh Id peers at nowing, 
1 d hether their labour power 1s wit e 

least in part, it does not matter, ~n •t e\ ' ;lloor culture are more strictly coerced 
in the school, whereas tho~e inhv~ ve ff m.5 b:yond that relatively high point fixed by to produce and cannot limit t e1r e or . 

d t least their own subsistence. f the need to repro uce a h which parallels more basic forms o 
The overthrow of the educationafl exc afnge, ltural penetration {expressed, of . · r gives the orm o a cu h Ir exchange m capita ism, b t r ular cultural practices at t e course not in words or direct statement, u par ic . bought and sold on the ' f I t hilst labour power ts own proper level) of the ac_t t ta w d·ty It is unlike all other com• 

market place it is, in fact, hke no other_ co~mo ~at;er how the matter is judged 
modities because it is not a lixed quantity. o . the only variable eieme11t 
morally or po~itically it remains tru:e!:;~::bb:u;:::r~: of expanded capital and 
in the capitalist system. It must t d . value than is represented by 
profit. In essence, the labourer can t:r ~:~::'a~i::t,~n - intensification - of blS 
his wages.(19) Better managemen [20) Labour power is the only thing Ill 
variable capacities produces ~rhea:.r val~=ble capacity. Classical Marxist theory tells nature that can be bought wtt t is var 
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us that it is the individual labourer's blindness to the special nature of the com. 
rnodity which he sells which is at the heart of the ideological legitimation of 
capitalism. It conceals processes of exploitation and the source of profit. The 
counter-school culture, however, responds in its own way to the special nature of 
labour power. As if by instinct it limits it. In its own immediate logic this Is to 
maintain the pre-condition for the sensuous physical and mental involvement of us members in its own activities. 

- This cultural instinct, I would argue, constitutes also a kind of penetration of 
important general ideological and material relationships in our society. This success, 
So to speak at another level, acts back, however, ultimately to develop the culture 
in a particular way and to guarantee its long-term relevance and success. 

The theoretical framework of the capitalist system is this: the' labourer sells his 
Jabour power fairly and freely on the market like any other commodity, but then 
gives it - not in a finite quantity as with any other commodity - but as the full 
expression of his own variable natural powers. It can therefore produce far in 
excess of its price, i.e. wages. The apparent equivalence of wages and human power 
in his own bargain with capital convinces the labourer of the freedom and inde
pendence of all before the law - the freedom and equality of the capitalist slate and 
Judiciary. This apparent equivalence enshrined in the paraphernalia and majesty of 
the state and its laws hides from him the nature of his own exploitation and also 
what he shares with his class af!d_which might have formed the basis for class 
solidarity: that same exploitation.J,Lessence an infinite capacity has been bought 
for a finite sum and socially legitimated in a way which allows this purchase and use 
to continue unopposidl It is this special conjunction of legitimation of access to, 
and exploitation of, a viriable capacity which removes the limits of production in 
capitalism, where envy and too close a knowledge of direct exploitation in the face 
to face exploitative relation of Lord and serf in Feudalism, for instance, had limited 
It. The productivity of capital is the liberated productivity of labour power given 
not as a quantity but as a capacity. f 21] 

The still common weekly wage packet can stand as a revealing concrete example 
of this classic ideological move. In middle class professions it is clear that the yearly 
salary is paid In exchange for the use of continuous and flexible services. Remunera
tion here is not based on the particular amount of time spent on the job and of 
course those 'on the stafr are expected to work overtime and at home for no extra 
cash. Such workers, their wage form makes clear, are being paid for what they6re: 
for the use of their capacities, for their general potential as managers, accountants, 
etc. The social implications of the weekly wage packet are very different. The 
1enerul capacity of labour power which is recognised by the salary form is here 
broken up into weekly lumps and riveted to a direct and regular award. Weekly 
wages, not yearly salaries, mark the giving of labour. The quantity of the wage 
packet is the quantitative passing of time. Its diminution is loss of measured time, 
Its increase 'overtime'. With such a riveting it is that much easier to overlook the 
real continuous, sensuous and variable quality of labour power and to miss the 
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sense in which its full giving over time opens up enormous human energies which 

are actually unmeasurable. 
What amounts to a fetishism of the wage packet - with carefully nurtured tight. 

gummed compact brown envelope precisely showing currency domination in 

finger flick top, heavy silvered bottom, paraded around on Thursday afternoon -

breaks up the weeks. quantifies effort, and presents to consc10usness the massive 

effort and potential of human labour power as a simple concrete weekly equivalent 

to the crisp 'fair' wage . Whereas a monthly cheque paid unseen mto a bank account 

might break open. this weekly riveting contains, any realisation of the disjunction 

between the variable potential of long term vital effort and a fixed wage return. 

Though it would he wrong to impute to 'the lads' individually any critique or 

analytic motive. it is dear that their collective culture shows both a responsiveness 

to the uniqueness of human labour power and in ,ts own way constitutes an at. 

tempt to defeat a certain ideological definition of it , We saw m the ethnography 

that 'the lads', from the resources of their culture, saw their own labour power as 

a harrier against unreasonable demands from the world of work - rather than as 

a special and privileged connection with it. This feeds directly into oppositional 

shopOoor cultures whose object is at least partly to limit production and the 

potentially voracious demands of capitalist production on ind1viduals.(22J 

It should also he emphasised again that this kind of cultural penetration is 

connected with the whole nature of the culture and is more than a simple mental 

category. It is the basis of quality in the specifically cultural response. There is 

a clear counter and intentional use of those capacities actively freed from the 

demands of an open-ended commitment. This use is charactcristica/(1• working class 

and is relatively free from 1he superstitions, puritanical reserves and mystifications 

which attend their usual absorption into the conformism of capitalist pro

duction . f23) 
The freedom that capitalism falsely promises to the whole individual can be one

sidedly and ironically rescued by a collectivity of individuals realising in common 

all those parts of themselves saved from absorption into production. For 'the lads' 

there is a distorted freedom in the commercial dance, in the streets. in fighting, in 

spending money, in rejecting others which no other system bul capitalism guaran

tees. It is no fault of the working class - quite the opposite - if such as these free

doms are, they are used for class cultural purposes. 

The products of lhis independent ability of the working class - profane testing 

of the formal , sharp un-reified language, oppositional solidarity, and a humorous 

presence, style and value not based on formal job status - are no less the product of 

the capitalist era for their subversive, or potentially subversive, forms, Though these 

things must not be exaggerated or romanticised or seen out of proportion to the 

minimal real freedom and material base which allows them, they arise nevertheless 

not from a mere suffering of, but from a creative response to, the demands of 

capitalism. 
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General abstract Jabour 

We saw in the section on ethnography that t It . 

not basically differentiate between pa Ii , to a intents and purposes, 'the lads' do 

regard as being open to them - at lea;t :~ :r c~ncr_et~ types of work which they 

ference to the particular kind of w k ti ~r mtnns1c level. There is near indif

certain limits defined, not lechnicaJl orb r'"a r l~hosen SO long as it falls Within 

-actual choice is made literally by acci:; .U r:i~c a y and culturally. Sometimes the 

is in marked contrast to the sense of n . I~ sense of the commonality of labour 

advisory services and teaching. range an variety in jobs projected by careers 

I want to suggest here that this perspective ( h 

cultural mode) can be understood in th fgh t r°ugh produced in its own specific 

labour in the modern structure of ca 't ~- ~ t o a ~ear penetratfon of the role of 

maintaining a space and vigour fi pt ~ IS Jroduct1on. It Is made on the basis of 

commonality and meaninglessness °:f cu tdur activity but Its assumption of the 

t I . . mo ern work is Important i h 
con ext. t 1s this larger validity wh' h f n a muc larger 

a particular resonance and success t i~h· o tcours~, strengthens, maintains and adds 

r . . d o e cu tural m the long term 
t is IJl eed the case that what l · 

important than what divides 1·1 Th s common to all wage-Jabour work is more 
· e common den · 1 f al 

labour power yields to capital more in . om1na 0.r O l such work is that 

cannot be disputed that capitalism is o pro~u~t1~n that tt costs to buy. It surely 

wants in our society are satisfied not d~ga~~se b or profit rather than use. Most 

'Incentive' of profit. For good or ill on;r~~ y _ut through the mediation of the 

manager it Is this incentive which is the ri ng is c_ertaln, for the businessman or 

wants through which it works It d sp ng of action, not the material of human 

h 
. oes not matter what prod t . d 

money w ich is really being made. The lab . . uc ~ ma e since it fs 

the production of one commodity to t:urer will be switched with alacrity from 

activity when 'market conditions' h ano er no matter what hls skills or current 

erates which indeed include unlike~ ang\J11e. sprawling nature of many conglom

age exploration ls living proof that : c;.~ nations such as meat-packing and space 

ls the lynchpin of enterprise. ro I ' not production of what might be needed, 

There is no inherent interest therefore . . 

the profit to be made from their prod ,: in whdat obJects may be used for, only In 

can nJ . fi uc ion an exchange As we h 
0 Y anse rom the exertion of 1 b · ave seen, profit 

labour is of the essence the partlcul fia our power. Though the exploitation of 

matter to capital any m~re than doe a;h orm of labour Involved does not therefore 

so long as there ls a contribution t s e ;,ature of the particular object produced -

does not matter, we may call w~:.ro. it. Since its concrete and particular form 

labour'.[24] 
15 common to all wage labour 'abstract 

The inner logic of capitalism is that all 
In that they all contain the potential for concrete ~orms of labour are standardised ..> 

unique property all labour power h th; exploitation of abstract labour - the 

purchased as a commodity. It ls ,:u:r:h~ch p;o:clng more_ than it costs when 

production and forms of labour d alt n all the different branches of 
, an m es the concrete form of labour, and the 
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specific use of its products, contingent upon the central fact of its status as abstract 

labour.(25] 
This commonality may be clear from the point of view of capital and less clear 

from the point of view of labour. For, as counselling and vocational guidance [26J 

insist, there are real differences between, say, window cleaning, park work, catering 

and factory work. It is the expansion of the service and public sector and the con. 

traction of the industrial sector which is very often the basis for claims that there is 

a wider range of opportunity open to young people now than ever before. Against 

this, however, it can be argued that the capitalist industrial model is dominant over 

all and sometimes very different branches of employment. The current government 

strategy to revive manufacturing industry and 'make it profitable' is ample evidence 

that the- social democratic state recognises the primacy of industry over other 

categories of employment. Industrial capitalism is dominant in even more profound 

ways than this simple quantitative one, however. It enforces its central logic of the 

efficient deployment of abstract labour in enlerprises and activities quite outside 

itself and in many apparently different concrete forms of labouring. It provides the 

central paradigm for the use of labour. In view of this central dominance the actual 

meaning of the new and wider range of wliat is dominated must be questioned 

closely - not presented as concrete proof of diversity. 

The 'standard minute', in one form or another, is becoming the basic unit for all 

timesheets in all sectors of employment no matter what the actual form of labour

ing involved. Its central purpose is to break up and make comparable all kinds of 

work. It allows management to more directly control the expenditure of labour 

power so that 'skills' or customary lime-wasting practices - actually important 

differentiating elements in particular kinds of concrete labour - are not allowed to 

hide slack time and impede management's utilisation of abstract labour. In thb 

sense, even work undertaken in public corporations, public services or non-profit. 

making bodies is strictly comparable with industrial work directed towards profit. 

Suggestions, and some operating schemes, for rationalisation and cost-effective

ness in education and the welfare services de,.-onstrate thr -:oncrete spread of 

capitalist industrial logic to service and public occuoalional areas which arc 

numerically larger now than manufacturing industry. fnis is to argue neither for 

a reduction nor an expansion in the service and public sectors, nor is it to deny that 

society needs to make decisions about its deployment of labour power. It is rather 

to point out that the expansion of these new areas is still basically under the sway 

of capitalist principles, and in particular the mediation of want through the cate

gory of the efficient use of abstract labour. It is not, as is often argued, under the 

sway of a nascent socialism. Under pressure of cuts in state expenditure we are 

seeing an even more rapid move to welfare defined as the greatest time social 

workers can spend with the greatest number of clients for the least cost, and 

education defined as maximised 'contact time' between staff and students - no 

matter what actually happens in these unit-costed hours. This management orienta• 

lion suppresses the possibility of other approaches. Welfare and education could 

proceed from a direct recognition of collective needs, and an examination of th'* 
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structural and cultural fonns which lnevitabl 

Such an approac~ would hinge around planni/ ~=~crate suffering and 'inadequacy'. 

around the efficient use of 'abstract ti , ! . ~uman needs and purposes - not 

when filling in standard minutes on th m,~ . hs u is, we are approaching the day 

di"' r 
e •mes eet every da ·11 b . 

uerent ,onns, the most basic reality of the w Id . y Wt e, despite their 

worker as it Is now for the plumb d or ng hfe of the teacher and social 

th . d . er an carpenter and ·t aJ 

~ e tn ustnal worker under capitalism. • as I ways has been for 

The measure of abstract labour is then . 

a minute but more generally it h b '. time. We have looked at the unit of 

out of feudalism was associated w~h e;n w1ely ~oted that the rise of capitalism 

of cyclic seasons, the position of the s:n a_ng;h notions of time.(27} Natural logics 

be done were replaced by clock l . I~ e sky, hunger In the belly or a task to 

sun or the season, not a signal f:~~h:s: c basi~ of time. ~ot returning with the 

a standard finite quantity t1·m ppropraateness agam of an activity but 

. . , e was remorselessly ru · ' 

tunit1es with it. In capitalism time t . nning out and taking oppor-

d . runs s ra1ght not in a · I ( . 

use . It is the measure which all I c1rc e. t is to be saved and 

fi 
ows comp ex tasks to b h . 

pro It to be measured and created •t· . e sync romsed: value and 

connects the two is abstract labo . ime is money'' but the real measure which 

Th ur. 
e unified movement of an inevitabl I' . 

age also has a kind of ideological f~ e l~ear time characteristic of the capitalist 

society engaged in the slow pro res e . ect. t suggests a sense of a homogeneous 

ls an implied pervasive concep/of msaatsult t~ere, odf the narrative which follows. There 

Is r . 
ra ton an continuity Th" · · 

t, re1om11st perspective upon what is tak . . ts ~nVltes a gradual. 

share the same timescale and ap . t . en to be a unified society in which all 

. prec1a e its careful wa · 

press a notion that different soci· 1 
mmg pace. It tends to sup-

. a groups may have d"fti · 

times, or othen attempt to pull ti· . 1 1 
1 erent times, or some no 

Th . me v10 ent y forwards 

ough it must not be exaggerated we c . 

culture not only as cultural penetrations b an see ~le_ments of the counter-school 

sense of time. The culture in its mostl ut as ~ limited defeat of tftis dominant 

timetables, and subversion of the ffiy _sul ccess~ul informal direction of its memben 

I. • . 
0 1c1a one 1s directly r · 

ac IV1t1es but is also rejecting artificial orde ' reemg space for cultural 

time. In a sense 'the lads' , events d d r and gradualist patterns of bourgeois 

Th. · an a ventures are hidd r b 

is is an effect, of course, which if not d" . en arom ourgeois time. 

strengthens cultural practices 1·n th It al l~~ctly intended never-the-less further 

S ti e cu ur milieu 

o ar we have considered the commonalit . 

labour, however, as a living princ· I I y of labour in the abstract. Abstract 

empirical forms of its tendency m;~/ : _real! social relations is producing visible 

de-slcllling is a very real process C o Vlous Y every day.[28] As we saw before 

· oncrete labour · · • 

a mean standard de-skilled labour E h is regressing more and more to 

em I • ven t ough ther · 

p oyers demanding more and higher ual'fi . e is an apparent move towards 

content in the jobs to which th I q I tcattons the real move of the skilJ 

craft jobs in toolshops for lnstan: ?~ Y. i~~n the opposite direction. Even high 

lpe(:ialised repetitive fl~w technolo , r y1e ng their varied and unitary nature to 

Most mech i--d r gy: 
ana.,c; ,actory work IS standardised 

now and could be done by 
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dised labour is paced by the rhythm of the hild (29) The giving of a real standar . kill Whether particular a c . . ither pl:mnmg nor s · machine or the line and requtres ne h h degrees of CSEs matters not at all. individuals feel sick or well, wh;:~::r \:rivi:::1 labour power is irrelev~nt. so !o~g The particular concrete form o ·s important not for ,ts mtnns1c I I. Concrete labour power' . ·1 as it does not stop t ,e me. . . hd I f the potential negative: it w, I .b . but for ,ts wit rawa o f Or Particular contn u11on . modern machine manu acturc . d ction We can sec m not interrupt or disrupt pro u . b t t labour to the very surface of concrete and mass production an approach of a s rac 
labour. . cs of organisation and methods such as The whole thrust of modern tec~niqu nse to narrow the gap between . d ·s in one important se , b time and motion stu y I • l't between all labour in the a stract t I b ur The commona ' y f concrete and abstrac a o . 11 labour to the golden mean o . h c etc thrust to move a b is embodied here m t e con r ·1 1· t Eldorado has been the one est f d · ti · gs The cap1 a IS the one best way o omg ,_m . ms of labour to a concrete standard as the way. The convergence of particular forb . l1aps best exemplified in the work · · I of abstract la our 1s per . d tendency of the p~mc1p e . with the addition of motion to time stu y. of the man who ,s usually cre~ned his model for the improvement of Gilbreth explicitly took labour in the a:stra:t:staken the shortest existing way of concrete labour .{30) Previous approac esd ad"sed ,·t Gilbreth developed a dassifi. ,. ·t d wn and stan ar 1 · completing a task, bro11.en ' o h lied 'therbligs' without regard to . I tary movements e ca . R al cation of basic e emen d . t n thousandths of a minute. e I Th were measure m e • b · d a concrete mode . ey . b f their execution from these ull . concrete tasks could therefore be built ubp te otremethod of doing a particular task al I t. of the best a s rac d ing bricks. The c cu a ion h d y of ·,ts existence is really towar s . I f us that t e ten enc before its existence revea s ~r . distils itself in Its own advance. Such an the abstract mean. Capitalism, again, f 1 · ·ts own exacting terms - clearly has h t finally success u m 1 . 1 · b approach - even w ere no th tandardisation of part1cu ar JO s I rng influence on es the most profoundly ac~e e_ra I The 'therblig' is the ultimate attempt to turn inherent within the cap1tahst system. "fes into optimal standard labour. It man into machine: his unique ~oncrete c;xac1 ~ bour in the face of the 'therblig'! Is difficult to argue for the vanety of m fern .a te capitalism shows us its desire In its robotisation of a ten-thousan.dth o a mmu 

to make robots of us all - all of the um_e. of work they enter• their assump-'The lads' • indifference to the particular form tt what kind of 'right attitude' · g1 ss of work no ma er tion of the inherent mea.mn essne f th 'milarity of all work as it faces them, they take to it, and their general sens.e o f et:eir real conditions of existence as Is the form of a cultural pen~trat1on o k fr: d by the counter-school culture Th Pective on wor o ,ere . . , members of class. e pers . iciall b the school. The cultural 'recogmuon really is superior to that supplied offi y y d f the principle of abstract labour of the commodity form of labour power, an of labour is the vital precondition which underlies and conn~cts_ partic~ar t~:~m;n othese thlngs and for the cultural for the limitation of su~Jechv~ ~b~ i' of their own capacities for their own ends exploitation and ~elebrat1on by t :n.: sand involvement supplies materials for the and purposes. This freed human a t Y 
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cultural level which go towards its own forms of production which maintain and develop cuhural penetrations to start with. The cultural ls the creative, varied, potentially transformative working out - not the suffering - of some of the fundamental social/structural relationships of society. As the counter-school culture lives against, exposes and reacts to the principle of general abstract labour it is worrying at the very heart of how the capitalist system runs and maintains itself. There is potential here for a, not merely partial and cultural, but for a total social trans· formation. What prevents this? 

Notes 

(I) For me this is the fundamental failing of English contributions to the debate about class consciousness. The level of verbal response concerning political inclinations, and the assertion of commonsense categories of consciousness and orienta• tion towards the political system often related to such evidence as codified in survey, may conceal real cultural dynamics which work in the opposite direction and have the opposite potential, or represent relatively arbitrary positions in relation to the real meaning of the cultural forms. I would regard, for instance, the 'privatised' worker, insofar as this is a coherent category, as one of the most advanced and potentially radical working class types, rather than the most incorporated. My analysis also suggests a reversal in the conventional evaluation of the 'traditional' worker: see J. H. Goldthorpe and D. Lockwood, 'Affluence and the British calss structure' , Sociological Review, vol. 11, no. 2, 1963; J. H. Goldthorpe, et al., The Affluent Worker in the Class Strocture, Cambridge University Press, 1969; J. H. Goldthorpe, et al., The Affluent Worker: Industrial Attitudes and Behaviour, Cambridge University Press, 1968; and M. Bulmer (ed.), Working Class Images of Society, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1975. 
Parkin 's categories are sounder in the sense that they are related to national class cultures rather than to the empirical working up of responses at the level of practical consciousness. However, their ambit is very similar and they pose similar problems for my perspective. What is the real cultural and social base for •the radical value system'? What forms of penetration and advance lie behind the incorporation of those within the 'negotiated value system'? See F. Parkin, Class Inequality and the Political Order, McGibbon and Kee, 1971. 

(2) This is the fundamental weakness of Lukacs' view of working class consciousness, and the grounds for charges of historicism levelled against his work. For me it also mars Gramsci's account of working class culture, the mass party, and the drive for cultural hegemony - in other respects compatible with the present work. The sharpest and most salutory warning against historicism and humanism is provided, of course, by the structuralists. See G. Lukacs, History and Class Coniciou:sness, Merlin, 1971; A. Gramsci, Prison Notebooks, Penguin, 1974; Althusser and Balibar, Reading Capital, New Left Books, 1970; and Althusser, For Marx, Penguin, 1969. 
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l3) lt is unfortunate that in their justified conviction to discredit the simple 
ideological optimism of humanism the structuralists should also scotch the human. 
The point is not to write off the subjective as any believable force for penetration 
and objective analysis, but to reject its over.centred, undialcctical, intended nature 

as outlined in a certain kind of Marxism. {41 The implications for consciousness of the respective structural positions of 
the bourgeoisie and the working class is most clearly brought out by Lukacs though 
it is thoroughly embedded in an historicist problematic. (See Lukacs, op. cit., esp. 

In my view we should understand the specificity of the Marxist theory of the pp. 53-4). 

connection of base and superstructure as it is articulated around the central role of 
the commodity and exchange of commodities (as they supply the essential forms to 
be reilied and separated into the juridico-political enshrinement of 'freedom', 
'equality' and 'independence') as basically a theory about bourgeois consciousness 
and its relations to being. There is no overwhelmingly i11llcrc11t reason for working 
class involvement in these characteristic and complex inversions of being and 
consciousness. Al best the conviction of equality and independence as guaranteed 
by the exchange of the commodity 'labour power' lasts only as long as the worker 
is in the market place. Certainly it is only under capitalism that he owns his own 
labour power, has the right to sell it, and can contract, with protection from theft 
or moral dependency of any kind, to sell it to the highest bidder. As soon :as his 
labour power is contracted, however, there is no reason for him to be\ieve that he 

retains these qualities: 
There [in the market place] alone rule Freedom, Equality, Property and 

( ... ) On leaving this sphere of simple circulation or of exchange of com-Bentham. 

modities, which furnishes the 'Free-trader Vulgaris' with his views and ideas, 
and with the standard by which he judges a society based on capital and 
wages, we think we can perceive a change in the physiognomy of our dramatis 
personae. He, who before was the money owner, now strides in front as 
capitalist: the possessor of labour power follows as his labourer. The one 
with an air of importance, smirking, intent on business, the other, timid and 
ho\ding back, like one who is bringing his own hide to market and has 
nothing to expect but a hiding. (Marx, Capital, Allen and Unwin, 1957, 

Ave\ing and Moore translation, p. 55) 
Note that it is the bourgeois who properly lives out the ideology and forms of 

consciousness derived from the commodity form. Of course this is the dominant 
form and certainly the \abourer is freer than he was under feudalism, but not so 
free as to believe himself equal. The dominant ideology does enforce aspects of 
itself on subordinate beh:iviour, and the actual behaviour of the working class -
despite mass movements and a distinctive culture of its own - has been within 
acceptable limits with respect to this ideology, but we do not have a theory for hoW 
all this comes about in the way that we have a satisfactory theory which \inks In all 
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levels and ties in surplus abstract1'on th II f I • e commodity ~ we or t ,c bourgeoisie. Structuralists wl t k orm and consciousness as 
poli1ical_ an~ state forms its sponsors and ,t~1 ~-: the commodity, lhe juridico
abslractlon 11 conceals/cir the bourgeoi~ie as tie a i°u: lheory of value and surplus 
are left with no account al all of k' ,el on Y ase for Marxism as a 'science' 

, . fi . wor mg c ass culture . d . . 
category 1s 11led simply with second·• d . an consciousness This ury rcpru ucllons of ti d . · 
or trac,es of older social relations. (See Poul· . • . ·~ ominant categories, 

_Classes , NLB, 1973, pp. 223-4.) antzas, Pohl1cal Power and Social 

ll se~ms to me that a theory of struggle between th 
proletarian ovcrlhrow of capitalism is a stran e t . _e classes and the projected 
wilhoul a theory of advanced capital' t ; lung mdeed - especially today -
sui generis. For me such a 11,eo is ldwolr mg class consciousness and culture 

I 
. ry wou ,ave to de t 1 

comp exlly as the orlhodox theory i I . mons rate. t 1e ~amc sort of 
mediations between being a11d . : n s 1ow111g the same kinds of reversals and 

consciousness and th b' d" 
of the real relations, civil society and the stal~. e same Ill mgs in of the levels 

The form of this must, I would ar •ue be o . . 
results of relatively independcnl work~ , 1 f the contradictory and unintended 
the real conditions of its existence ~fii:,:s:tt.empts to 'see into', and adapt to, 
changed, these conditions ·1n as 1·1 tually reproduce, albeit somewhat • were a reverse c1· I · 
be clearly off-centre and w1·t1 t ti , ia ecllc. Such an account would 

• ' IOU ,e stable cent I r k 
notion of lhe commodity form in ti b . ra m s up and down of the 
elements of the unstable transit1'on lie ourgd~o1s theory. It would show, precisely 

· 
1 
· • a , unpre 1ctahle nat f . , 

wit un the relatively stable bourg . d ure 
O 

working class culture 
a finished settled form of con e_ms or er. I~ would certainly not demonstrate 
. .d. sc1ousness which p 0 · ·t . 
1un ico-political order It would b r 1cc 

5 
its own material and . e lo probe how I . I 

mutates, survives and finally accom d a re auve Y separate system 
somewhat modified forms - a syste:::o : -te~ - reproduces at the minimum and in 
future social forms though It ·1s th w IC . ?ppresses it. This is not to pre-figure 

· e recogmtton that th · 
system - _as there was for instance in feudalism - .. er~ ls no c_oherent centred 
from capitalism. Contemporary wo ki I waumg m the wmgs to take over 
a centre - we must falsely attribut: t "~/t~ss cullure and consciousness is without 
any symmetrical form which sho o l . e centre of the commodity - and not in 
lion of all levels as in the pure c;~,a t~ec1sed configuration, binding in and unifica
complcx and tense articulation with ~~:t ;: i~!i·On the_oth_er hand, it is in minute, 
and whose system it partly constit t Ip ism ~h1~h it continuously mutates 
capitalism simultaneously in th u es. ts ~ynam1c is a partial penetration of 
dilions of existence. e moment of Us reproduction of capitalism's con-

[5_} The group has been massively researched in A . . 
sociology and industrial social I I mencan soe10logy' industrial 
P, psyc to ogy See in . I . 
attcrns of Manaucmcnt McG H'll . parucu ar R. Lickert New 

I 
. o , raw- I 1961 · E M 'h ' ndusma/ Civilization Macmill N , ' . ayo, T. e Human Problems o/'an 

social change', in G. E. Swanso~\1 :~ York, 1933: K. ~win, 'Group decision and 
1952; and D. Katz and R L K h Th (eds): Rcadu,gs m Social Psychology, Holt 
1966. · · a n, e Social Psycl,ology of Organizations Wil ' , ey, 
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. . s behind the social psychology of the gr~up, of l6) Classic Freudian theory he o Freud was principally concerne~ with the course. Though in Totem and Tabo articular members of Freud's primal horde individual category of the su~er;?o;l[ments of a social system. In the k_illi~~ and are interna\ising what are bas1ca y ll 'ndividuals give up some claim to tnd1v1dual internalisation of the de~d f~ther : :wer This involves a relative move from !he Sovereinnty for group sohdanty an. p . . h1's war of all against all to a notion b f Hobbes1an man ,n I . instrumental selfishness o . Tl . ternalisation of the dead fat ,er is ~re-of the group's interests and destmy . '\1~ d' 'dual views - what is received into cisely about control and displacement o m thtVle unit of the group. There is a real . f f a Jonie relevant to . . h · 
the group - tn avour o ., \ f the dead father smce it as no im-. . I d \opment of the aw o . h creativity m t ,c eve ather always, of course, bemg a myt . . mediate previous source - the real f d ·t1 a certain mischievous merit , of 17) My position here has been accuse , w1 ' . h to imply that rea\ informal . , In fact l do not w1s I'd . a 'radicalised Hawthormsm · thor·,ty or that their so I anty k . challenges to au , b groups can hope to ma e serious . the section on ethnography, mem ers ·1s always or even often evident. As we saw m ·r l\y by other members, and the b icked on unmerc1 u 'bl of the informal group can e p . crisis. Furthermore, it is always poss1 . e group does not always hold ranks dunng a d o a ranae of objects other than its r th roup to be turne n ., . f . 'or the creative force o e g t ' a"' or fascist explanations o tts 
,, . . d' ted into reac ton ,, I d own social pos1t1on, or iver d nd monitored than the schoo an position. The shoplloor i_s ~~ch lessc~r::~:e fr:quently . The point here is not to realises these other poss1b1ht1es mu ·t s a concrete force against structu. to counterpose t a h idealise the informa\ group, or . h it must always lose as ethnograp y ffl . l wers (against w om t· 't 
ral or coercive o 1c1a po . d osslbility of a cultural crea lvt Y ose the theoretical form an p .. shows), b~t to P_ . hored assertive romanttctsm. which avoids precisely this unanc k . M x·st psychoanalysis of the Tel Que! 18) I am indebted here to the w~r Im ar '·ew they move too quickly from d K · t a in Pans. n my VI • • f h group, Barthes an ns ev . ' th ut attention to the med1at1ons o t e 'd · to the sub1ect Wt O 

f • t' ' 
structural const erat1ons Kristeva's concepts o prac ice . I It res and human groups. . . d 'd state, instituttons, c ass cu u d me to formulate my own more hm1te t eas. and 'reiection' have, however, he\pe n , · e Seuil 1974· and for an over· , I · du Language £'0e iqu ' ' ' · 9 See Kristeva, La Revo utwn . . . , Working Papers in Cultural Studies ' . J Ellis 'Ideology and sub1ect1V1tY ' vtew, . • 
CCS, 1976. . l ractice and production as a kind of {9) For a longer a~alys1~ of c~~::~a i:entity and presence, and for f~rther homology of a groups social po ' s eels of social relations eccentncally, examples of how such practice also uncover~ \:ulis Profane Culture, Routledge and so to speak, from their direct purposes see . • 
Kegan Paul, 1978. f RSLA ends thus: 'The most successful [10) The DES report on the first Y::::·ect option system, \where progressi~m schools seemed to be tho5: wher~ th ~ively applied] supported by appropnate and particularly 'releva~ce h;v\ t~a~ ;ey were being offered equal but realis:: guidance, enabled pupils to ee . between 'equal' and ' realistic' spe opportunities' (my italics). The tension 
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volumes about the contradictions of 'relevance' and progressivism in education and for the accuracy of the penetrations which deny the equation. ( 11 J Localed cultural processes 'see' better than official and institutional accounts the real nature of the situation facing working class kids. Although it makes a pion· eering attempt to recognise and to re-introduce the human into processes of prep:iration for work and job selection, vocational guidance among the non-academic and 'disinterested' does this in a way which is figured from abo11e. There are - actually pre-existing cultural processes within the counter-school culture which accomplish the preparation of individual labour powers, and the entry to work, and also penetrate the idealism of much vocational guidance. Insofar as the real cultural processes are picked up by vocational guidance they are usually registered as 'blocks' to good communication. Cultural factors are identified only as 'misinformation' from family or friends, or as long standing 'predispositions' which set kids against more rational advice and decision-making procedures. (See particularly J. Maizels, Adolescent Needs and tl1e Transition from School to Work, Alt hone Press, 1970; and M. P. Carter, Into Work, Penguin, 196!1). In some cases these cultural processes are specifically denigrated as 'prejudice' and contrasted with 'better understandings'. (DES, Careers Guidance in Schools, pp. 43 &44). 
Recent work has taken more systematic cognisance of cultural factors as determinants of occupational choice, but even here dynamic cultural processes with complex, long term, rational dynamics are represented only in descriptive assertions as sets of attitudes. Working class kids are in the world of 'the immediate present' and the 'here and now' where 'little thought or concern can be given for the future' . They see themselves as of 'limited ability' so that normal career notions are rejected. Ultimately this sort of 'cultural' explanation is a huge tautology: it is a restatement of the same problem on a wider plane. We are given no explanation for the generation of these attitudes. Such cultural accounts can be derived simply from the wellknown and conventionalised facts of the situation: 'if that is the sort of work they do, and they do not object, then that must be the sort of thing they expect at a cultural level' . In essence we are told that working class kids do not object to their fate because that is not the sort of thing they do. See D. N. Ashton, 'The transition from school to work: notes on the development of different frames of reference among young male workers' , Sociological Review, vol. 21, no. I, February 1973; D. N. Ashton, 'From school to work: some problems of adjustment experienced by young male workers', in Brannen, op. cit.; and D. N. Ashton and D. Field, Young Workers, Hutchinson, 1976. 

{12) It is clear, for instance, that it is impossible to define unskilled workers on the basis of their qualifications. A recent government report on the unqualified and untrained had great difficulty in defining these terms in relation to skill in work (DES, Unqualified, Untrained, and Unemployed, 1974). It found that a substantial number of those in apprenticeships in fact Jacked qualifications. The report finally settled on a circular definition of the unskilled as those 'who are not only unqualf· lied, but also would normally, but not inevitably, seek jobs offering relatively little 
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tates that employers are most interested in training' (p. 2). The sam~ rep~rt alt s 22) and that tack of qualifications Is no motivation than in qua_hficauan~ !·of. obs open to working class kids: 'there _w_as impediment to advance m most _kin o l or girl with the right persona\ qua\~tles no reason why an unquah_fied _b y l ._, 1·ob in regions where these Jobs · · · nt1cesh1p or a c eni;w h h should not aspire to an appre. . h 11 of the local job market and not t e pus . ' ( 22) Clearly it is t e pu t are available p. · . t in working class employmen · of education which is the crucial _fac; Job Satisfaction, Fontana, 1976; P. W~rr 
1131 

See, for instance, M. W~ir (e .), . 1975; N. A. B. Wilson, On the Quality and T. Wall, Work and Wcll·Bemg, Peng:;~he Department of Employment, Mano/ Working Life: A Report Prep;;~d :~rk in America, (report of a Special Task power Papers, no. 7, HMSO, 19 ' Education and Welfare), MIT Press, 1973; Force to the Secretary of Health,£ . hment and Employee Motivation, Gowan W. I. Paul and K. B. Robertson, Job ;~,:e Nature of Man, Staple Press, 1968. Press 1970; and F. Her1.berg, Work and M ly Capital Monthly Review Press, ' Labour an onopo ' · • · Th [14} See H. Braverman, . f Fordism to neo-Ford1sm • m e 1974; C. Palloi)t, 'The labour p~oce~SE r~;76· Brighton Labour Process Group, 
Labour Process and Class St~te~:sjtal and Clas;, no. l, Spring 1977. . 'The capitalist labour process I~ p d d Wales numbered around 40,000 tn 
l 151 Jobless school leavers m Englan an at the same time in 197S . . b fi e tunes as many as . February 1976. This is a out ,)v l October 1976, according to The Guardian (New Society, S February 1976 . n 
they numbered 82,00_0 (27 Octo~:~~9a:~·unemployed, report of a working party 
[16) DES, Unqualified, Untrat ·1 HMSO 1974. 

N . al Employment Counct , , set up by the atton e roduction Minuet, 1970. [ 17) Bourdieu and Paseron, La R p . h '·New Sociology' of Education. See \18} A position also shared ~y the _Enghs 'The Myth of Cultural Deprivation, N. Keddie, Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Sar/or . . . . 
Penguin, 1973. . rse but not one which damages the point. In \191 This is a simplification, of cou • . d b the socially necessary labour classical Marxist theory the wage is dete~1dneterm~1nate social and cultural condi· d the labourer m e s 1 time required to repro uce i d hat he produces is surplus value. urp us tions. The difference bet~een th s an ri7 Labour power is bought at its exchange value is larger than, and includes, pro 1 .b l ited on the basis of its use value value as determined by the \aw of value, ut exp o 
(Marx, Capital' ch. 6). d realer relative surplus value. ln the 
[201 Strictly speaking this should r~a hg king day even with the aid of . · ease m t e wor • In Marxist system, without an mer d e more value but efficiency, by lessen g machinery, the worker cannot ~ro ~:duced and th~s lessens the cos~ of reproduc• unit costs, devalues the commodi y: modity he produces, i.e. it lessens the ing the labourer with respect. to t e hcom lus labour time of production (Marx, 

labour time in relation to t e surp necessary 
Capital, Parts JV and V). h. h modifies this view, of course, but the classic {21) The book presents a case w IC 
model will serve our purposes here. 

14'2 

f22] This is one of the reasons why I have fought shy of using the term 'ali · ' · h' d' · I · II d f · ena. tton m t 1s 1scuss1on. t 1s usua y use as a measure o the mcreasing ravag f capitalism on subjectivity, and as a mark, therefore, of its destructive tenden~~eo s. I would argue for a more complex assessment which recognises the undoubted sensual ravages associated with modern work - particularly for those without a specifically cultural protection - bul also that the basis for a progressive tendency. On the one hand ii concretely socialises labour lo a great degree, on the other, more - apposite lo the concerns of this book, it produces a subjective and cultural demystification of 'craft idiocy' and of the absorption of the self into work. It has the potential of releasing capacities and critical attitudes usually held in check in less 'alienating' work. 
(23] This is one way to understand the 'instrumentalism' of the 'privatised' worker some stages on from 'the lads' under consideration here. Far from becoming middle class, his tendency is towards the exorcism of capitalist mystifications. He is exploiting, one-sidedly and from the limited position of the subordinate class, some of the freedoms which capitalism really does offer. Though the form of 'privatisation' may be individual, its nature is collective. It may be considered as a form of advanced proletarian consciousness. Lockwood's traditional worker shows us merely the sentimentalism and superstition of the defensive capitalist worker without any deep subjective or cultural understanding of the system which oppresses him-

(24} 'Abstract labour' is one of the central categories of the whole Marxist analysis of the capitalist system. See Marx, Capital, Part I; and L. Colletti, 'Bernstein and the Marxism of the Second International' in From Rousseau to Lenin, New Left Books, 1972. 
(25) I take Colletti's case absolutely that abstract labour is much more than a mental category in the analyst's head. It is a central factor of real social organisa• tlon and the real basis of the exchange of commodities (including labour power), and is recapitulated every time in that exchange. Abstract labour as a social force is also Indicated in subjective processes such as the separation of the self from labour dealt with in the previous section. However, Colletti's equation of abstract labour wilh alienation forecloses too early the fixed nature of man and denies the possibility of a progressive and contradictory edge to lhe split between concrete and abstract labour which capitalism enforces. I dissent from Colletti as he follows Lukacs in equaling the self-consciousness of the working class with knowledge of the operative principle of abstract labour as a force for reification, and recognition of its own labour power as the source of value. It is this error which allows him to attribute the simple possibility of a correct political analysis to working class consciousness (ibid., p. 9 l ). This is where both he and Lukacs can be justly accused of empiricism and historicism. Insofar as these things are only pania/ly penetrated I suggest that such realisations act finally in a contradictory way to bind the workIng class into the capitalist order. They help towards the making of a sceptical settlement in working class culture which allows the reproduction of the minimum conditions necessary for capitalist production. 
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(26) The strength and partial success of vocational guidance and its differentfa. 

tion of working situations rests upon, I would argue, a mediated and misrecognised 

sense of the cultural adaptions made to manual work. There is a variety here and 

also a degree of meaning. These do not relate, however, as the guidance perspective 

so often suggests they do, to the intrinsic quality of particular work - or insofar as 

they do the trend is for their separation. Vocational guidance personalises the 

cultural and maintains a viability by transferring it to the technical. 

(27) See E. P. Thompson, 'Time, Work Discipline and Industrial Capitalists' in 

Past and Present, (38) December 1967. 

(28) The fundamental principle here is that abstract labour underlies and con

nects all forms of labour with respect to capital. We can only derive a tendency 

from this for skilled labour to give way to unskilled labour, or for abstract labour 

to approach· actual embodiment In concrete labour. No matter what the scope or 

this tendency, however, there is always a distinction between these two. Concrete 

labour does vary. Machine maintenance, for instance, is distinct from the operation 

of that machine. It is important, however, that the abstract principle is empirically 

observable in its tendencies. For a useful clarification on these matters see Geoff 

Kay, 'A note on abstract labour', CSE Bulletin, vol. S, no. I (13), March 1976. 

(29] Most manual work needs only a mental age of 12 or less. See G. C. Mathews, 

'The Post-School Adaption of Educationally Sub-Normal Boys', unpublished MEd 

thesis, University of Manchester, 1963. 

(30] See W. Spriegel and C. Myers (eds), The Writings of F. Gilbreth, Irwin, 

1953. There are limits to this approach. It is the ultimate attempt to use human 

power as a force of production. Humans are, however, also part of the social rela. 

tions of production. The informal group as the basis of a cultural class force against 

endless exploitation isolates these techniques and resists them. 'Gold-bricking' and 

'systematic soldiering' persisted after the introduction of O and M techniques. 

'Human relations' techniques following upon the empirical discovery of the 

importance of the human group by Mayo and his associates were an attempt to 

neutralise this opposition. The most recent 'new' human relations aims to utilise 

and win over the power of the informal group in one way or another. However, 0 

and M still remains dominant as the single most influential management service and 

still best exposes the basic inner drive of capitalism. 
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6 Limitations 

A$ we have seen, the counter-school cult 
the conditions of existence of its membeure Tmlakes certain cultural penetrations of 
a thorough! · · 1 rs. 1ere arc pore t· I 

. Y cntica analysis of soc· 1 . . n ta materials here fo 
altern:i11ves. IC Y and po/rtrcal action for th . 1 

e creation of 

In one sense the reason why these culrura . 
fall short of transform:itive pol·, · I . . I pcnctr:it1ons :ind :issociated . 
· N 1 1ca activity i · 1 practices 

uon. o mass p:irty attempts to 1· t s simp y the lack of political o . 
r. ·1 h n erprct and b'I' 1 rgamsa-
1ac1 e, owcvcr. The lack of p rr I . mo 11se t ic cultural level Tl .. 

the partiality of the penetrar· o' ,ca org~nisation itself can be seen as. us isl too 

I d. ions - not Vice r I J a resu t of 
party isorganised from within. versa. The cultural level is clearly 

The ethnographic account . d 
soci_a~ outcome. Gigantic forc::~~n c:t. again and ~gain that there is only one 

reahl1es allowing us to d b k O.ct resolve into one rea11·1y . 
rea ac the· - not serial 

proper outcomes. The pure I . f ir pure determinants and forw d I . 
og1c o cultural . ar s I 1e1r 

page. In reality simultaneous i . pen_e1rat1on runs slraighr only h 

~eso.lve this pure logic into a par~:~e:o ~f d1slort1on, l!mitation and mys1m::ti~: 

ive m. th~ world the half-rejection an:1c. :n the way ,n ':"'hich it is actually effect. 

orga~1sa11on by the counter-school cult:~e t~ral penetration of the present social 

sceptical, yet finally accepting acco d . ecomes an always provisional b 

less, however, contradicton'I . m~o atlon within the status quo Ir ' ahre, 
·g11 Y m:11n1a1ns a d f · never-I e. 

SI I and subjective validation in ind' 'd egree o conviction of movement i 

In the present tangled knot of ideol~;i u:is even as they accept this subordin:uio:· 

the most remarkable demonstration ;a e~trapmenrs in contemporary capitalis~ 

cultural understanding of b t I f this contradiction ls that of 
k' a s ract abour d 1 . . a nascent 

~~r mg class kids being delivered into a paa~. ~ ass so_hda_nty amongst disaffected 

giving of manual labour power. r tcu ar subJect1ve affirmation and 'free' 

Divisions 

Cultural pc t · 
full _nc rations are repressed, disor anised 
Th potential or a political articul:ition b; d :nd_ prevented from reaching their 

gened;~o mo~t important are those between ;:~~ as1c and disorientating divisions. 

Th . (~ac1~m which is also significant he . d all an~ manual labour and those of 

' . e reJectJon of the school d re rs ea t with in a later section ) 

h:quivalent' ii offers can be' s::n ':; :~ltura_l pe_netration of the unfairne~s of the 

of :::er, simultaneously the rejection of ;e~tt•o~ _of .individualism. It is also, 

defeat of individualism its mark fa ac11vi_ty'" general. In the moment 
o separation passes. Individualism is 
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its art in the school masque where mental. work is defeated not for itself but for ~ . h rfications whose promise is illusory. associated with unjustified author;ty' w:t th~u::st of a practical division of human Individualism is penetrated •:ere ore \o properly exercise one half of it. As one capacity and a yi~lding of l e pow.C:ctural unity is lost. Although 'the lads' s~a~d kind of solidarity is won, a. de~per } r he line with individualism and mental. acuv1t}'. together, they do so on this s1~e ~vi~ed into those who are 'good with their hand~ on the other. The 1'.uman ":orld is d den of the cultural penetration that all work IS or 'good with their heads. The bur . that all ma11ual work is the same. Manual . · ly on to a notion · r ·t the same is thrown main . ' licance and critic:)! expression ,or I s k n somehow, a s1gnt labouring comes to ta e o .' h. l . no part of its own proper nature. owner's social position and identity w_ i;e~:ed and contradictory importance of the We can see here the profound, :;:~e dominant ideology are informally defeated Institution of the school. Aspects more unconsciously and more ,. a larger structure there, but that. de,eat passes . . rrhic victory. Capitalism can. afford t~ naturalised for its very furnacing m ~PY las~ but not division. Individualism is . d. 'd 1· m amongst the working c d ... yield 10 1v1 ua 1s 
I b t it actually produces 1v1S1on. penetrated by the counter-sch~! cu_tur~ u ultural penetration is that between 

The other great division wh1c~ d1so~1e:~a~::e~nally produced division. The male male and female. It is, at least in_ par ' . - even celebrates it as part of its counter-school culture promotes its own sexism 
overall confidence. nt even in the absence of females, The characteristic style of speech and movemle T' lie ability to take the initiative, . f th asculine spectac e. always holds somethmg o e m d mus1'ng things to naturally take the h t do unex.pectc or a ' 1. to make others \aug , 0 . • these are all profoundly mascu me h Ppreciauve passive, . active complement to t e a I for individuals in it. Not only this I and permanent goa s . h attributes of the cu ture, . a member of the culture is to have e1t er but a more concrete hallmark of be~ng h. h are exploitative and hypocritical. . t least aspirations w ic d d sexual ex.penence or a . f their sexual favours, often droppe an Girls are pursued, someumes ro~ghly G'~r re asked to be sexy and inviting as well labelled 'loose' when they are given. ir s ad d not be consumed. The counter• . to be consume an h as pure and monogamous. I ct· . . t the same moment that it penetrates t e school culture emphasis~s ~ex~a- . 1v1S1on a 
artificiality of individualistic d1v1s1on. 1 fleets the wider working class culture. In its sexism the counter-school cu ture re of the wider class models for 
This is partly' of course,. b~cause it et~:~:~~ e~:::tional paradigm. As he becomes guidance during diffcrent1a11on of th f 'the lads' finds one of the most disillusioned with the school, for instanc~, ;n~ ·~n and domination in the working deep-seated and abiding models ofhse~ua ltlVI:• are also much more likely to find home. Members of the counter-sc oo cu ;r . t and to experience a particular 
a job - out of necessit~ - than are ~; c~;s:;:i,1; :~d as an aspect of the world.ng kind of sexism, both directed at th f p th m part of the worldliness and supenor environment in general. ! t becomes I or cf the workplace which they admire and style of that whole workmg class cu ture o 
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are busily reconstructing ln relation to the particular oppositions and detenninants of the school. 
Although there may be an institutionalised sexism in our schools, it is not as strong as the reproduced sexism at the informal level of its working class male oppositional culture. Schools must be given some credit for holding out a degree of liberalism and formalistic equality. It is no product of the school's manifest intentions that sexism and profoundly naturalised divisions arise in more virulent forms at the moment when its own authority is broken. All the same it plays out a vital and systematic, if unintended, role in the reproduction of a class society. 

Labour power and patriarchy 

The cultural penetrations examined may even have survived the disorientation and schism caused by the divisions outlined above if they had remained divisions In the abstract or separate from each other. As it Is, there Is further complex fusion of these divisions absolutely characteristic, in micro form, of a knot of meaning, central to the stability of the capitalist system itself and appearing In all of its manifestations. Let us now consider tWs knot. 
The mental/manual distinction alone presents a fertile field for the construction of naturalised divisions in human capacities. What is surprising is that a portion, including such as 'the lads', of those who make up the social whole are content to voluntarily take upon themselves the definition and consequent material outcomes of being manual labourers. TWs is surprising since in the capitalist mobilisation of the mental/manual distinction it is conventionally, and according to the dominant ideology, the mental labourers who have the legitimised right to superior material and cultural conditions. Mental work Is held to be more exacting and therefore to justify higher rewards. It is not difficult to explain why that which is ideologically seen as desirable and wWch is really rewarding materially should be pursued. The fact that all do not aspire to the rewards and satisfactions of mental labour is what is in need of explanation. Just because capitalism needs a spilt such as this does not ex.plain why its need is satisfied. It is on1y in a perfectly reflective empirical world that the shape of a need determines the inevitability of its satisfactjon. Moreover, the real mechanisms at play in the satisfaction of this need are covered over and mystified, and Wdden from view by the way in wWch the dominant ideology, and the meritocratic view of what happens in schools for instance, really do seem to assume that all are trying to achieve broadly the same aims in life. 

The way in wWch we are all expected to pursue the same aims suggests that those at the bottom of a class society arc there apparently, and they believe it for themselves, because of their own smaller capacity to acWeve these aims. All accept, 
10 to speak, the same rules, meanings and goals of the game - and also what counts as winning and losing. In fact, of course, as the humanistic developments ln education and careers counselling partly recognise but wrongly interpret, this model 
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odern conditions. It assumes that the lower could never actually .work unde; :all a sub-species. 1t is more feudalism than factions of the working class ar . y . d one of the things which keeps the gh ' t I usually m1srecogmse , . capitalism. Thou I s d . f its complex wonders, is that an important capitalist system stable, an is one o t the proffered reality of the steady b d'nate class do not accep . f h section of the su ~r t .. s Instead they reverse the valuation o t e diminution of their own cap~ch1t1el . e measured 'The lads' under study here I d' t by wh1c t ,ey ar . h' f mental/manua gra ten d ffi themselves through, manual labour. T is, o 
Prefer (for the moment), an a irm . 1 I a1·n of class distinctions. All other . h · ·ng link for a socta c, . course, proVJdes t e m1ss1 ·r d e a comparative base for their own classes above this can celebrate, justthy, an sc y of tl1e dominant ideology. The . t 1 ode in t e currenc superiority m the men a ~ k n more rational appearance when 'ear'oles' conformism, f~r ms!ance.' ta o~s .~,e ~ads'. Whether or not there is that judged against the self-1.hsquahlicauon h d they can gain some advantage and much difference in the actual. work. t ely . o, I . to it and their own identity in social approval from defining it, theu re attons up • 
a relatively more ~en~al mode. ell-learned distinction neatly compleme~ts the A reverse polansauon o_f a too w d' b :ud for the subjective creation of dominant ideology and gives It a s~un mbg o tl1e lowest Without this clinching f II th se factions a ove · identities in labour or ~ o ' t I west reach in relation to the giving of inversion of the ideological order at I s ~I No amount of conditioning in state labour power the system could not be.;ta t':; for those at the bottom of the class agencies could ~rovide a fully human iglen n1ot free consent in submission, would be structure: coercion or permanent strug e, 
the basis of the soci~l ord~r. ver is not achieved within the proper logic of This important inversion, howe • d . th d1·v·1sion of labour spontaneously. It . . d · Nor is it produce m e capttahst pro uctton. ti 'te of social classes of two structures is produced in the concrete articulation odn . ,e bs1stract·1on and whose forms have now . . 1· only be separate m a which m capita ism can . I d the distinction between mental and r ·t Tl ese arc patnarc iy an . become part o 1 · 1 

. l t' n is of tire cross-11atorisatio11 a11d asscJCJa· manual labour. The form of the amcu a 10{ tructures The polarisation of the two k ;11 the two sets o s · . . tio11 of tire two ey terms I I bo is associated with the social supenonty structures become crossed. Manua a ·t~r ti social inferiority of femininity . In of masculinity• and men~a~ labo~r ~~ . m1esculine tone and nature which renders 
Particular manual labour is imbue wit a . a . f . ork . f than its intrinsic ocus m w · it positively expressive o more d'ff. ovide the atavistic divisions to be Gender and mental/manual I erence lpt r I "orms and relationships, but it is . t O ary concrete cu ura 1' 

• d worked up into con em~ .r. . alwa s and automatically to its own d1sa • only the le:uning that d1v1S1on is no~ Y ki lass from seeing division as op· vantage which prevents sect.o~s. of .• e wh~rh tnhgeyc take themselves to be favoured . F 'th lads' a d1v1S1on m w ic f press1on. or e • f d finally partially changes the valency 0 (the sexual) overlies, become~ part o 'an ental/manua\ labour power).[21 a division in which they are disadvantaged (m f d'visions are lived out in the same It is often overlooked that whe~e two se:s o Th; pressure of consciousness and ' concrete space they cannot rcmam separa e . 
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culture which work upon their own materials in their own location and seek a kind of unity will not live separately in two systems of ideas which both OC(:ur In th compression of their own life space. Such systems can only be separated in abstract~ ion. As ethnography reminds us it is not a theoretical capacity but an empirical Imperative that there must be a conjunction of systems. The secret of the continuation of both sets of divisions in labour and gender lies, at least partly, in their lived _ profane conjunction under the class sytem of capitalism, and not in their own pure logics. In this crossover conjunction the masculine - in its own proper field a state or formalistic law of superior status - becomes movement, action, assertion. An essence, which, it can be argued, is trans•historical, is given a style and a concrete worldly form of expression under capitalism. Manual labour power - in its own proper field neutral or even dissociated physical work on nature - becomes dominance and a form of election. It is given an expressive purpose. If a form of patriarchy buttresses the mental/manual division of labour, this division, in its turn, strengthens and helps to reproduce modem forms of sexual diVision and oppression. It is precisely because there are divisions at school and work which operate objectively to their disfavour but which can be understood and inverted in patriarchal terms that those gender terms must themselves be continuously reproduced and legitimated. If the currency of femininity were revalued then that of mental work would have to be too. A member of the counterschool culture can only believe in the effeminacy of white collar and office work so long as wives, girlfriends and mothers are regarded as restricted, inferior and incapable of certain things. As we have seen, there is ample evidence of this belief amongst 'the lads'. The ideology of domesticity they impose on girlfriends, the patterns of homely and subcultural capacity and Incapacity, all underwrite the restricted role of women. It is from the ideological division of labour, not simply from the domesticity of the house or patriarchal Ideology that some of the real determinants and rationales of these practices spring.[3) For our immediate purposes the result of this cross-valorisation is that the flow of cultural penetration, and particularly its nascent appreciation of general abstract labour, is diverted into a surprising affirmation of labour power. There are two important processes. In the first place the association of different kinds of work with different sexual genders confirms the nature of division in the world of work. Mental activity for 'the-lads' is not only barred because of their particular experience of the institution of the school, but also because it is regarded as effeminate. Many of their own mental activities and feelings are expressed and acted through the cultural, the stylish and the concrete. In the crucial, critical and classic shift, what they take as mental work becomes for 'the lads' mere 'pen•pushing', 'not really doing things' and, most importantly, 'cissy': it is not basically man's work or within the manly scope of action. We see at least why the 'ear'oles' are likely to be regarded as effeminate and passive 'cissies' by 'the lads', and why other names for conformists include 'pour or 'poufter', or 'wanker'. Despite their greater achievement and conventional hopes for the future, 'ear'oles' and their strategies can be ignored 
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because the mode of their success can be discredited as passive, mental and lacking 
a robust masculinity . ln the second place the whole meaning of what masculinity stands for reinforces the sense in which the weight of the cultural penetration concerning labour power and the nature of modern work is thrown contradictorily on to an affirmation of manual labour power. There is a further infusion of meaning into manual labour power which is no part of its intrinsic nature. Manual labour is suffused with masculine qualities and given certain sensual overtones for 'the lads'.[4] The toughness and awkwardness of physical work and effort - for itself and in the division of labour and for its strictly capitalist logic quite without intrinsic heroism or grandeur - takes on masculine lights and depths and assumes a significance beyond itself. Whatever the specific problems, so to speak, of the difficult task they are always essentially masculine problems. lt takes masculine capacities to deal with them. We may say that where the principle of general abstract labour has emptied work of significance from the inside, a transformed patriarchy has filled it with significance from the outside. Discontent with work is hinged away from a political discontent and confused in its proper logic by a huge detour Into the symbolic sexual realm . The brutality of the working situation is partially re-interpreted into a heroic exercise of manly confrontation with the task. Difficult, uncomfortable or dangerous conditions are seen, not for themsel'Jes, but for their appropriateness to a masculine readiness and hardness. They are understood more through the toughness required to survi--Je them, than in the nature of the imposition which asks them 
to be faced in the first place. Though it is difficult to obtain stature in work itself, both what work provides and the very sacrifice and strength required to do It provides the materials for an elemental self-esteem. This self-esteem derives from the achievement of a purpose which not all - particularly women - are held capable of achieving. The wage packet is the provider of freedom, and independence: the particular prize of masculinity in work. This is the complement of, and is what makes possible, the fetishism of the wage packet. A trade is judged not for itself, nor even for its general financial return, but for its ability to provide the central, domestic, masculine role for its incumbent. Clearly money is part of this - but as a measure, not the essence. As Spanksy's father says, 'You can raise a family off polishing' . The male wage packet is held to be central, not simply because of its siz.e, but because it is won in a masculine mode in confrontation with the 'real' world which is too tough for the woman. Thus the man in the domestic household is held to be the breadwinner, the worker, whilst the wife works for 'the extras' . Very often of course, the material importance of her wage may be much greater than this suggests, and certainly her domestic labour is the lynchpin of the whole household economy. The wage packet as a kind of symbol of machismo dictates the domestic culture and economy and 
tyrannises both men and women. In a more general sense in the machismo of manual work the will to finish a job, the will to really work, is posited as a masculine logic and not as the logic of 

,so 

exploitation. 'It's a man's want to be finishe father about his heavy drop forging work ri when he starts a job'' says Joey's work ~pon nature and the material powe; inv:1::i. tel~ology of the process of conflation of masculinity and man al k m t at becomes through the 
d I M u wor a property of mas ulini ~ro uct on. asculinlty ls power in its own right and f. c ty and not of in the completion of work for another, then w'hat i ~t~ immediate expression ls i - somewhere because it is a quality of bein Th of ,t. It has to be expressed of self-esteem and dignity seem natura/· to at Is the destiny which a certain kind hardness of a task might bring weakn Y bri~g. Where the intransigence and over-ride of masculinity - a transferre~~~=o~ollectte opposition or questioning, an back fatigue and rational assessment of purpo~[;} production - can cut in to push And if the nature of masculinit i pletion, femininity is associated wit' a ~;:rk becomes a style of teleology' com-an ontological state of being, not a teleol~gi:~~te. Its labour pow~r is considered as not completion, it is maintenance of status C p~ocess of becoming. Housework is duce what was there before. Certainl i . oo ng, washing and cleaning reprobut neither is it as difficult or produ~iv: ~s~ h~usework _is never completed -domestic ~ork is simply subsumed under bei as~ulme, wo~k is held to be. Female always do it, and should always be ex d ng mum or hoU3Cwife'. 'Mum' will what she is, as the wage packet and t:ecte d to ~o it. It is part of the definition of 

Is. 
e pro uct1ve world of work is of what 'dad' 

Far from patriarchy and its associated val . vious societies, it is one of the very pivots otes being ~ unexplained relic of pre-prep~ration of labour power and reproduct::i:llsm tn its_ complex, unintended provtde the real human and cultural d' . f _the social order. It helps to constructed, reconstructed fragile con ~ttons which In their continuously de-all II • , uncertain unintended and d' actu Y a ow subordinate roles to be taken 'o • • . . c~ntra ,ctory ways We have the elemental, though finall ill n freely within hberal democracy. ence which Is necessary for the •r!e• usory, re~ersal of real conditions in experifinally determinate conditions Wh t b f~nctlonmg of consciousness and will In insight about the commonalit; of t: ~ns as, or has the potential to be, an working class, amongst 'the lads' and~ gt h ng of labour, and of the identity of the down into an assertion about man al'~~ e counter-school culture becomes broken affianation of it Labour comes t a our only, and then distorted into strange Intrinsically part .of its nature or re~a:::~ss as~ects of an essence or quality not ant sense it ls because 'the lad, kn d' _o capital. More concretely, in an import-home, on the street in the pu~ an~~ ::s~n and superiority in courtship, in the division at school a~d work and fi d ~ e amily that they understand and accept modation within its least favourab:: t s ort term celebration and long tenn accom-Mas r . erm. cu m1ty must not, however be too sim I and edges. In one way it is a haif.bli d p y posed. It has many dimensions deltructive violence, aggression and d~. '1 regressive machismo which brings self· class. In another way imparting s ~ on to relationships within the working expresses impulses whi~h can be r ome ng of _what lies behind it, masculinity p ogressive. Behind the expression of masculinity 
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ind that (though mediated and 
a\ \about power and beh . f \about power and of the lies an affittnation of man:i ueness of the commodity o cts al\ kinds of concre~e distorted) a sense of :ea~str'!ct labour unite~ and t~n:i~ its prejudice, carries st~\ way in which gene_r d'sda'1n for qualifications, ~fi tlon and into the way in sculme I f cerll 1ca • · 

lab~:~ !~\::ght' Into the hdi::!: :r:t::b~\ised ide~logical:Y rr:~::~:~r:d:c~~~~ :hich mental work and t~~a:\o select the most efficient ot o 
taln class relations rather I x of masculinity and the efficiency. d·n of this contradictory comp :e have the beginnings of It is in the undetstan I gal and labour divisions that h'ch is conventionally . I . n of sexu . . hY that w I . bl d strange attlCU al\O bl m outlined ear\ler. w_ d the \east desua e an an answer to_ t~e pr~e;.ned and ideologica\ly im~~;unt~rily • and even with som~ registered, art1fic1al\y work) should be t~ken on t for long enough in theu satisfying work (m~nua!rtant group in society - at leas 

enthusiasm by an imp . Its stigma becomes youth to be trapped forev~t- ·ncantly differently by this group;ess things other than Manual work is seen s,gm k is undertaken in pa~t to ~xp ·,thin the capitalist · such wor ·b d 1denuty w · , h' h positively expressive. . nt ideolog\cal\y ascn e f logical 'rationality w ic its objectives or_ domma t themselves without an ae ~o te than some of those system. These thmgs arc ~: osed is potentially mor~ a equa 
though displaced and tr~ ri e manual work as infenor. . l ystem of self-selection accounts which directly d\::ne at the bottom of t~e so~a sagainst it, 'new classes' It is the unlikely h~r 11 in the currents of ideol gy \6\ For instance both k which a owS, . f ascendence. . 1 into manual wor eriential relations o e in fact working c ass to effervesce upwards In cxpn-conformists of this st~~y ar Js-a-vis ;he productive the conformists and th~ ~~ wotk in a similat pos1t1on v ecial\y equipped with and objectively doing s;m~;sts can believe themsc!ves, .:iffetent kind of person' proceeds. Yet the c~n1 ~~etter' jobs than, and to _e ~he wotking class, of cou~, qualifications, _to b~ u cc such a division Is fou~d:t m\ass· not capitalism but the1t from, 'the tads --~n a:: the position of the rn1d e c . 

it massively \egill~- k them where they are. own mental capacities eep 

Racialism and labour power .. I to found the whole 
with labour and ge~d~~ d1v1s o~:~ provides an evidenl, Racial division helps, as nd possibility of d1vis1on. Jthite working class, and is epistemological category \eavily exploited than the w king class itself (at teasl 

underclass .w~ich is :;~e pattia\ly ellploited ~y the :::logical object for f~e\lnf therefore m~1tectly loitation); it also ptov~de~ an he self (thus reinforcing the lessening thelf own exp f others and the supenonty _oft possible). Racism therefore about the degener_acy o hich make the compans~n 
dominant ideological te~s ; materially and ideo\og1cally. sual giving of \ab(lllt 
dlVl.des the working class o ·,n which racism tones the sen se howevet, There is also a sen ' 
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power for sections of the white working class such as 'the lads' in a way which leads to further nuanced affirmation of a particular kind of labouring. It marks the bottom limit of the scope of masculinity and delivers it not as a vulgar assertion of everything physical and menial, hut as a more carefully judged cultural category. Since immigrant racial groups are likely to take the worst and roughest jobs, they are also potentially likely to be harder and more masculine. It is untenable that another social group should take the mantle of masculine assertiveness, so such jobs are further reclassified to fall off the cultural scale of masculinity into the 'dirty', •messy' and 'unsocial' category. 
- A complex map of occupations therefore develops which does not have a single principle of organisation. Very light or mental work is marked down as 'cissy' but the heaviest and most uncompromising work is not necessarily masculine. It can be ,narked down as dirty and unacceptable through association with immigrant labour. Racism must be understood with respect more to the complex social definition of Jabour power under capitalism than to any pure and inevitable ethnic hostility. 

There are variations, of course, in relations and social definitions between the ,aces. West Indian males seem to have preserved a degree of machismo from the real and imputed degradation of their conditions (it would be Interesting to see how far this is related to their sense of their own labour power). Certainly some white working class hostility towards young West Indians seems to be based on a kind of sexual jealousy. Of course just as his work situation is downgraded from the masculine to the dirty, so the West Indian's supposed sexual prowess can be downgraded from the natural to the disgusting. 
In the case of Asians there seems to be evidence of an opposite move on the basic cultural scale of work so that successful shopkeepers, businessmen and students are defined by many working class whites such as 'the lads' as 'cissy', passive and lacking aggression alongside conformist, effeminate whites (c.f. 'queer• bashing' and 'Paki-bashing'}. Some of the virulence of this response may be accounted for by the perception of this move upwards (and into its sel of character· lslic prejudices) in relation to the feeling that the Asians should really belong with the rough and dirty workers anyway. There is a confusion about which category of prejudice to apply, and in a certain sense the Asians suffer from both. 
If the basic general thesis of the contradictory cultural forms in which labour is prepared has any validity, however, it should also throw light upon such prepara· lion amongst immigrant groups.(7) 
Certainly in the case of some young second generation West Indians their cultural responses and processes can be likened to those of 'the lads'. They are in 10me respects more advanced in a way which shows up aspects of the present iluation more clearly. Such lads have, for the most part, grown up and been educated in England and have had broadly the same experiences as their white fellow pupils at school and in and around the neighbourhood and district - from a struct• Ila! point of view anyway. It may be suggested that this will have led their informal calture to certain kinds of mediated 'insights' about the nature of the school and Ille labour market similar to those amongst the white lads. They also, however, 
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I f wagelessness and poverty. It appears to inherit from the West Indies a .c~ _ture lsurviving without wages - or in some cases them as if there is a viabl~ poss1bil.•t_~I~ means of support at all. This ope~s up the without any kind of official a~d ::urate insights about the nature of their future ·bility therefore, of certain a . f tain kind of work but as a refusal 
poss1 .' d t as an affirmation o a cer being carried forwar no 

. . of all work. . and the actions springing from its lo~1c, are This is not to ~y that their !!UltUr:ll distorted and made partial in their own without mystification or are not ~nl ~ o early by a refusal to work not properly However if they close the cue e o . I d w1' th the real conditions and 
ways. • d rtically arucu ate , 

1 . 
based on an analysis of, an po I . • h half-completed nature of the w llle possibilities of this societ_y • they ~1ghhght/ :netration, rationality' distortion and Se W ·1th its contradictory rmxture o p respon 

. final incorporation. permanent feature of this society and As structural unemployment becom:s. \ long term unemployment there may some sections of "".'hite yo_uth are for~:a ·~1:ssness (borrowing very likely from the well develop a wlute ethnic culture oh g tly emeroing phenomenon of punk h nh compare t e curren .,. h nh th 
West Indian one, t oui;a, d ·nto an invention and, t rout>'' e ·t might be turne 1 'f 1 , 
rock culture). A necess1 y. king become a more widespre:id re~ y cultural mediation, the option of not wolr I eproduction of an under class is as t' of the cu tura r . 1 w 
chosen response. The ques ion duction of the manual working c ass. e full of significance as th_at of the repro 
cannot, however, pursue it here. 

Notes 

.bil't importance and relative autonomy of [11 This is not to deny the poss1 •. y • h r before any m:iss party could 1 1 I my V1eW oweve • political action at its own eve . n t.' of the working class it must under· articulate itself properly as the represent~ 1Ye and culture Until that effort the kl class consciousness · . S
tand and learn from wor ng . . dead letter. If spontanc1sm must r t d consciousness 1s a . · dl·a)ectical relation o par y an t to direct working class act1v1ty , b' ism' - the attemp . 'b d) 

be condemned so must zom ie t· n that it is morbid or mon un . th ght for (or an assump 10 from outside with no ou rr I content which is there already. the cultural, quasi·political and po• i~a f d' cl conjunctural relevance. Cert· This book may be criticised for its lack .o 1t:ever I would argue more gener· ainly the analysis provided is basic:l!f ::i:~·~·f t;e political before we can properly ally that we need, so to speak, a la . 
analyse the market place of t~e ~onJ~~ct:~d here is relevant to groups other tha: {2} The basic cross-valorisatlon isc f . tance of femininity with ment the male working class. The associati~n, or t;ome~ Masculinity is an aspect of work implies a con~radi~tion for wor1!,°;at~:eir femioi.nc gender on other gro~~ds. their class cultural id~nllt~ no mat!:~le class women a further restriction, pass1Y1tY, This association also implies for m 
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and inherent absurdity of their social and cultural roles even than their gender definition implies. We have here elements towards an explanation of the women's movement, its class origin, and to forms of working class antagonism to it. For middle class males there are also contradictions between a class and cultural (patriarchal) definition of their masculinity. They are by no means immune from the inversion of the occupational gradient accomplished and underpinned by _patriarchal values in an important area of working class culture. For the class base and origins of the developing 'Men's Movement' see A. Tolson, The Limits of Masculinity, Tavistock, 1976). 
The male working class case presented in the main text is not, of course, without contradictions. Racial complexities threaten it from one side, and the reduction of work experience which allows - even given the scope of ideological play - masculine experiences threatens it from the other. (3) Juliet Mitchell's important book attempts to demonstrate the strict redund· ancy of patriarchal forms in modern capitalism. Both as outlined by Engels in his materialist analysis (The Origins of the Family, Private Property and the State), and in Mitchell's account of the cultural analyses of Freud and Levi.Strauss, patriarchy now seems to be superfluous. For Mitchell, apparently, it lives on as an historical trace without any continuously and relevantly reproduced logic or justification. Not only this, but patriarchy and capitalism are preserved as two quite distinct entities by Mitchell (p. 379). This lends her to posit an untenable dualistic politics (pp. 406, 4 I 4 and 415). She asserts that the systems are in contradiction but there iS no actual depiction of the process of struggle between, or dialectical transformation of, both. We are dealing here surely with a contradiction that lies ultimately within one complex and differentiated unit, an internal contradiction specific to the complex balance of modern capitalism. It is precisely the oblique conjunction of the capitalist mode of production and patriarchy which make them difficult to sort out at the level of consciousness. It is the inheritance of pre-capitalist forms and their profane and complex determinate relation with (and partly constituting it) a specific and determinant kind of capitalist mode of production which helps to divert the insights bred at the cultural level, and more properly focused on specific, ally capitalist relations, into reactionary, immobile or neutral forms. What does indeed confound the pure logic of the system also confounds working class culture. More generally, this book highlights the potential danger of the women's move• mcnt being vitiated by a too-short•run notion of a patriarchal sexism which oppresses them directly in some way outside capitalism. The need is for a dialectical and connected notion of a determinate capitalist patriarchy which transforms and fixes the whole social totality. This clearly has important implications for men as well as women - though it is undoubtedly women who suffer the sharpest most obvious and visible oppression. (Juliet Mitchell), Psychoanalysis and Femininism, Penguin, 1974.) 

(4J Mosculinity is so deeply embedded in the giving of manual labour that we might actually question the 'objectivity' of those methods which aim to intensify Ind incre.ise the efficiency oflabour. The role of transformed patriarchal influences 
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. ·t has been intensified by capitalism has hardly within the producuve p~ocess ~s.' of atriarchal forms in capitalism means, in been touched on. The m1ertw1_mngl . hpwe can picture abstract labour. The tech-I pure way m w uc E fact , that there s no d Gilb th might not be so pure as they suppose. ven niques of Ford, Taylor dan . ref modern organisation and methods, especially ·ri · and re ucuons o 1· the cod• icauons \t ·n wl1at are often essentially mascu me . d ·n shopnoor cu ure 1 as they are res1ste ' . . f swaa.-er unnecessary movement and the t ove atavisuc traces o oc , d · forms, canno rem hi h . essentially foreign to production qua pro uct~on. expression of an essence w c is d d way some of this swagger is institution. Indeed we may say that in a~ ~nin~en e hich escapes the notice of the rate setter. d · kind of leg1t1mat1on w d · alised an given a . un redictable area which gives space an. micro. Certainly we may regar~ it as an ~ \d·ering and resistance to intens11icatlon strategies for time wasting. systematic so I 

of the labour process. h ore speculatively that the particular physical It may even be ar_gue~ m~c w: has more than provided the detail of concrete style given to production in t~1s y d ction but has altered the course of forms an~ ~xpe~iential relauons_ to p::st~nate ~nd trenchant form of the mechindustriahsauon itself. The peculiarly d till largely have and its inability to fully anical industrial revolution we ~n:w :~ I ~rocess when th~ technical processes are give way to a more cybernetic in us n; cultural gearings as well as more important at hand, suggest that there are profou~. kind of physical visible, and mechanical structural factors keeping us to a cer am ' 
work upon nature. . r tyle of expression innuences the form of [SJ It is possibl~ t~at t~\~~;~~~:.: the union official or shop steward uses struggle and conflict m w r bTse the men _ the spectacle or bluff, or particular shopfloo~ cultural forms ~ ~:r: 'suffused with masculine feelings. This strong and combauve la~guage - w icand o osition which may be very effective establishes a real expre_ss1on o_f ~ng:rforce t!~e reckoned with. But it may be that in the short le~, a_nd is _certa1nc~nnot be conceptualised in this way, and are to longer term obJecuves _simply . b default at the face to face grassroots level. a certain extent made inoperative . y d nds an appropriate and honourable 1. \ f confrontation ema . The mascu me sty e ~ . . ns If this is its price however, 1t can be resolution: visible Band ~m~e~~~~y c:~~~::on~essions won in this way' especially in bought off at it. ut t e v1s1 . cket ma actually conceal longer term the fonn of a larger'. i:nasc~hne w?e !~ol a~d o;nership. It is possible to satisfy defeats over the less v151ble '.ssues _o co b short term, visible and dramatic violent ~nd po_ssibly even f~tghtenmJf ~;,:::::si: arrangements which the violence concessions without changing any ther important strands of course, Ions 
:~~\:~~:~t\~;~:~:~:::ir;a~~:fs':~c\~~::o!e :t:: ~:~::t~~~· ;~~~:: simply _speculation,: bu~n:~:;:~~:t:rst~~: ~=y have an important, though as y~l labour iin ad mr:s1:u •i:e the particular social democratic and short run econo1111C unexam ne • . . ent perspective so characteristic ~f the Bnt1sh labour mot:~w c\~sses under capitalism is [6) In this light the question of the emergence o 
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Jess interesting than the question of the reproduction of the old in new condition My general argument carries more theoretical implications for the status of ths. division mental/manual in relation lo the development of 'new' classes than is rele~ vant to outline in the main text. 
In my view ii is important lo separate the following categories: distillation upwards of skill and control in lhe productive powers, the mental/manual ideologi. cal division; ideological class division; and real class divisions. The distillation upwards of skill is a real thing in capitalism. Quite apart from its meaning in the ideological realm it is an objective and necessary hallmark of capitalism that It sets further back the limits on production. It removes the constraints of immediate wants and direct appropriation and opens up the variable capacity of labour to produce up to the limits of social resistance or technical competence. Pushing back the limits of technical competence under capitalism means the progressive distillation upwards of control and planning and the intensification of labour. This real tendency in productive c;ipitalism provides a framework for a cultural and social interpretation of a division between mental and manual labour. The classic trunsforence of collective properties of a system onlo individual differences and qualities can be seen. II is here that the scope is essentially created for the rolling back of social constraints on production. It establishes the possibility of division. 

For the wage earning working class, objective differences produced by lhe distillation upwards of control and planning produce little internal division for themselves. The actual experience of work for most blue collar people is very similar. With de-skilling, centralisation and rationalisation there is really only a marginal difference between working at one machine in the tool room, and working at the same machine on the production line. The commonality of experience persists even through the proliferation of differentiated conditions of work. Even obvious differences (e.g. between white and blue overalls) pall into insignificance beside the standard minute and standardised procedures. For the working class, the objective differences they face are much less important than the ideologic:tl resonances these bear. These resonances concern, at least in part, an articulation of sexism upon the mutual/manual division. The form of the mental/manual division as it returns to production is therefore profoundly different from the material base which supports its interpretation - especially in ils patriarchal and sexist associations. Jusl because capitalism needs and can benefit from ideological distortions and divisions of this kind does not mean that it will be supplied with them. 
The mental/manual division is therefore artificial: it is a construction upon the n:al which is dislocated from (ts originating structure, transformed and re-applied. ft Is never-the-less made, however, to partly bear the weight of class divisions. These are of two sorts: (a) internul divisions of consciousness within what is objectively the working class, so that those doing the same basic kinds of work believe them· selves to be socially diverse ; and (b) real class divisions which it helps to present as differences only in compelence. The middle class is legitimated in part with 
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a currency arising uJtimately from an objective tendency of the forces of product

ion. The real tendency of the distillation upwards of skill and control is made to 

serve as the basis of ideological class divisions quite out of its context in the forces 

of production. Social divisions arc presented and defended as produ_ctlve divisions 

and in a society where production and the economy constitute the main ideological 

discourse this transference of legitimation proves near impenetrable. 

The vital move in all this is the ideological transfonnation of real productive 

tendencies into sexually imbued mental/manual divisions. This is accomplished not 

by the inner laws of capital, nor by some obscure working of all time·structuraJ 

factors, but with the help of contradictory, half-rational cultural and subjective 

processes. 
Class divisions erected upon the mental/manual basis are, therefore, an illusion 

upon an illusion. Even insofar as the mental/manual division is legitimate it occun 

strictly only within the working class. The mental aspects of labour - personalised 

as concrete mental labour in the Illusion - engaged in expanding capitalist product. 

ion through concentration and intensification are truly contributing to the expan. 

sion not the absorption of surplus (i.e. it is not middle class). It is no logic of its 

own that such labour is taken over, simplified and re•interpreted - especially in the 

light of the frank adoption of what is taken to be manual labour elsewhere - and 

used for the purposes of maintaining and legitimising class division. The objective 

distillation upwards of control and skill in the production process goes through 

some long loops into the cultural and the subjective and is also supplemented with 

new and specific inputs of meaning (sexism and school associations of 'mental' 

labour) before it appears socially as the mental/manual division. 

It is wrong, however, to reserve the role of the maintenance of the social reJa. 

tions of production simply for the ideological. Similarly it is wrong to see the logic 

of capitalism as essentially that of the maintenance of the social relations of pro

duction. This occurs also, and in the same moment (and could not take place 

without), as the logic of expanded production works through the continuous re

organisation of the labour process, distillation upwards of skill and control, and 

intensification of labour. There is a dialectical relation between the two. 

None of this is to deny that what we might loosely call 'mental labour' is not 

associated with the middle class. The work of managing capital, dividing surplus 

(even where some of it goes back to the working class), and maintaining the social 

relations of production certainly involves mental operations. It is difficuJt, however, 

to sort out activities which look similar but differ in having either a basically social 

or a productive function. The foregoing analysis does not relieve the problem of 

objective differentiation between classes and class factions. 

However, since we have seen that the mental/manual division docs not arise from 

production alone, but from external processes which overlay and make a certlin 

sense of real productive tendencies but are different from them, we need not 

attempt to spirit away the real divisions of production as Poulantzas docs In his 

concern to penetrate the ideological process. If the ideology at least partly arisCS 

elsewhere we can take the guilt out of seeing real demarcations in production. Thlt 
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should help in our Identification of real class facr 

Contemporary Capitalism NLB 197S ions. Sec N. Poulantzas ,.,_ 

{7) TI1i . • • • , '-"'lse1 In 

. s IS also true of the preparation of l 

~:~~l~t t::a!e ~~::s:t:~e~~;~::~c~~; ::eolo;~~u:b~:~::::;~~ ;;~kJ::~~:; 
ld~d~ of racliccs which have implications :rnt~: t th~ school context in specific 

.J.D or t e subjective and collective develo •;ers1on of culturaJ penetrations 

of labour power Wheedlin a pment o a certain sense and deli ·1 

(emalc. teachers ~ith a dircc~ s:::a~~ m;!: /cachers or challenging both the:';;: 

own vat_al powers as applicable, not ~~ 'wo:,tance,.~ay he!~ girls to think of their 

contradictory sexual manipulation comf; r and Industry , but to complex and 

'home'. ' or Ing and familial construction of the 

Though I could not include girls in the r. 
Uncd here is equally applicable t I ocus of this research, the approach 

school. • a cast at a fonnal level, to the study of . lout. 
gus Jn 
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7 The role of ideology 

So far we have traced certain cultural penetrations and shown how they pass 
through internal 'limitations' into a surprising affirmation of manual labour power, 

This has, of course, been at the risk of underemphasising the impact of external 
forces, state institutions and dominant ideologies acting upon working class kids. 
Though it is impossible in one study to delineate the full complexity of the cultural 
level with respect 10 outside determinants and structures it is possible to suggest 
one important form of interface between culture and ideology. Basically this is that 
ideology works on and in, produces and is partly produced by, the cultural. 
Ideology is, itself, partly innucnced by cultural production, and for that, contains 
a mod:ility and effcctivity within cultural processes. 

We have seen in the section on ethnography lhat many forms of the conven
tional dominant ideology - particularly as mediated through the school - are 
minced up, inverted or simply defeated by the counter-school culture. The crucial 
divisions, distortions and transtcrences which have been examined arise very often 
not so much from ideas and values mediated downward from the dominant social 
group, but from internal cultural relationships. Certain aspects of the working class 
cultural affirmation of manual labour considered here are profoundly important 
both ideologically and malerially, and are, if anything, exported upwards to 
a largely uncomprehending official ideological apparatus. Division, sexism, racism 
and expression through manual labour power all occur much more strongly in civil 
society than in any slate institution. In facl liberal democracy seems to sel its face 
against these things. Its agents regard them as evils to be eradicated, not as the 
conditions of their own existence. This, of course, does not prevent the upwards 
export of ideological factors being used by the stale, nor does it prevent the stale 
from helping to reproduce them in contradictory and unintended ways. Indeed the 
good faith of state agents in various institutions may be one of the most important 
conditions for this reproduction under the regime of 'freedom' and 'equality' of 
the capitalist order. 

We cannot, however, reverse the classic now of ideology completely and suggest 
that the dominant ideology, state agencies and institutions take no active part in 
cultural processes other than providing the contexts in which they work. 

It is these more direct, or 'dominant', effects which I reserve to the received no
tion of 'ideology'. They play an important role in the further limitation of cultural 
penetrations. They arise parity from the 'ruling ideas' of the age embodied in con• 
crete institutions, and also in more informal media (TV, radio, press, film). They 
can be integrated on common ground - in the school for instance. Both, but especl· 
ally 1he second, are innuenced by and utilise meanings (differentially with differen· 
tial distortions) and categories fed up to them from located class cultural processes, 
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. For our purposes the two most im ortant ' ' 
ideology on the counter-school culture at downward vertical impacts 
They confirm (in a somewhat circular fa:h'i!ose of confirmation and dislocalio~f 
~ulturaJ processes which are most partial lo n(h those aspects _and resolutions of 
mleresls and production, and dislocate b . . e current_ social organisation of 
system) !hose which retain a degree of .~. n~g.ing something new into the loca) 
they do not direclly intervene in lhe ~~1 ic~ penetration of that system. Though 
power, they play over work up a dsu 1ect1ve and cultural preparation of labou 
Th · ' , n accentuate the I . . r ere rs no machiave//ian will in II . d I rea exper1en11al processes 

k . us, an e ements of the ffi · · ta en _up only In precise articulation With l pro ered ideology are 
processes which, as we have seen re; movement of working class culturaJ 
TI1ough the sense and logic of id j are rare! properly understood from above 
ally as contrasted with their inlerenoalogy may_ he outside the cultural process especi . 

d·rr . generation of mean · 11 ' • al ! ierent limes and in different wa s . mg, iey are only taken up 
particular cultural forms. y With respect lo the contours and logics of 

Confinn11tion 

Careers leaching and advice is the most ex licil . . 
'the lads' during their prepara11·on r k p 1deolog1cal force bearing down on 
f . ior wor . We saw bef; lh h 

o careers advice and work are heavily blocked ~re at t e denoted aspects 
may lerm connoted messages do get ti I I and re interpreted. Some what we 
forcing the naturalism of soc1·a1 d ' .. iroug l _iowever, especially in terms of rein-
. d f 1v1s1ons, sexism and th . . . . 

kin s o work already forming in tit 1 . . e mev1tab1h1y of cer1ain 
th. . r • e cu lure Often II is t · d Is m,ormat1on. 11 concerns such II . . no mien ed to transmit 
a fascination wilh processes and ma~~i~e:~ the g~~e_ral ambience of working life; 
with their hands, and those who wo k . h' r,he_ d1v1s1on between those who work 

d · · bil ' r Wit I 1e1r heads· th . an rnev1ta Uy of industrial organisalion· the . ' e apparent timelessness 
world of work around lhe corner- the I d aton:11sed competitive nature of lhe 
II is not meant lo be part and . ' ia~ ness and inevitability of industriaJ work 

, 1s no1 received as pa t f 1 · 
presented for a rational careers ch . I r ' o I 1e general model which is 

b f o1ee. I comes from th h num er o films where working clas I e s eer exposure lo a vast 
bewildering variety of jobs availab/ _P;op e are seen wor~ing; from the apparently 
a cameraman's instinct for the com/', .rom film of moving machinery shot wilh 
in while collars directing blue coals. u s1ve; from the utler assumption of authority 

Perhaps lhe clearest example here is !hat . 
sexes in careers films. There is no obviou . ~f _role_ differentiation between lhe 
ls never the subjecl of comment in th sfi11scnm1na11on, and sex role stereotyping 
developing more towards equality b ~se I m~. If anything, lhe explicit emphasis is 

-Implied assumptions remain sexua/1 ed~~e.n t te sexes, but lhe visual images and 
'the lads '. y 1v1s1ve and are picked up by the sexism of 

In a ca.ke factory we see only girls workin . 
Watch a girl icing a cake, 'Yes she ll . g _and_ the voice-over tells us as we 

' rea y Is doing II tha1 quickly, the film isn 't 
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speeded up'. Women are always doing intricate and fiddly things. Their only re\a. uon to more heroic occupations is one of fear and concern for their menfolk. In a film on trawling the young seaman is shown leaving an anxious and uncertain mother waving on the doorstep of her own proper domain, the home. She disappears back into the house when he is out of sight apparently to wait and brood there until his return. In contrast to this obvious display of feeling the male captain on the trawler is portrayed as a remote and powerful figure 'who cannot afford to show emotion'. His attention is on the size of the catch - not on the 
pastoral care of his new crewman. . Jn another film on farming the hardness and toughness of the hfe ls not con-cealed, but neither is a dignity and stature which can only be referenced against masculine themes. The voice-over tells us that 'driving a tractor is not as easy as it looks', though Tom in the film finds ii easy because 'he drove earthmoving equipment in the war'. In a concluding summary what can only be assumed to be a masculine audience is told that 'it's a hard life, but not for someone who's set 
their heart on it' . One of the most important general functions of ideology is the way in which it turns uncertain and fragile cultural resolutions and outcomes into a pervasive naturalism. Ideology supplies many more examples to fix the one. The least challenging and most mystified cultural productions from below are shaped, concretised and supported to form a real and lived common denominator which allows all classes to come together into a kind of consensus which is the basis for reproduction of the status quo and the stage-army show of democracy. lt is a consensus which may actually work against aspects of the official ideological canons. Still this is a small price to pay for stability, and is the form of a messy ideological concession which matches the more tangible concessions made to labour and social democratic demands from below. For the working class it often marks the break from one absolutism, bourgeois ideology, to a profounder one: the law of 
nature, the rule of commonsense. For 'the lads' this hegemony of commonsense surrounds them all the time. It Is partly self-created and partly produced by confirmatory ideological messages down· wards. It is the apparent basis of action for those around them. It supplies natural· ised social divisions and an omnipresent sexual chauvinism. Perhaps most important, and in a confirming distortion of their already distorted sense of their own labour power, it supplies an overpowering feeling that the way of the world is the way or work. Work of a certain direct and concrete kind. Even in their defiant and deviant acts there is always the reminder of this way. As they run from a shop with a stolen cake the shopkeeper shouts after them, 'I've got to work for that four bob'; when they have broken a chair in the school they are told, 'Your father worked for that'; at home they arc told and shown in a multitude of ways, 'if you won't work you 
won't cat' . Whilst work on the world must be done there are many ways of organising IL Their buried cultural penetrations tel\ 'the lads' more about its real social organisa· lion than does this assertion of the blank necessity of work. It is a reification of the 
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~ost partial and limited of their cultural 'insights' into an exploration of other mo al • It prevents their development duction.{IJ re equ and rational organisations of pro-
The subversion of ordered and sequential time . . . . counter-school culture whilst potent1'all d" I _implicit m the rhythm of the ·d· • Y ra 1ca in it · 1. . avo1 mg the tyranny of the 'narrative wh· h ,. II s imp 1cat1ons, and whilst 

d 
· · ic 10 ows' is der · ommat1on by being profoundly naturali d r ' ivered into inertia and inaustrialism, but nor is it that of sel : ,me may not be that of constructed 
d 

. revo ut1onary choi 8 traste (m the lived out cultural "o ) . ce. ourgeois time is con-. h 1 ' rms not with relaf · wit changeless nature and its inert drift. Th b ivtsm and possibility' but a more absolute time. The 'partial penetrar , e f :ak fro~ bourgeois time is ~o other 'insights'' becomes the reduction b tn o ourgeo1s time, as with so many to the 'natural'' not its proiection ,. ac do~ the cultural and relatively arbitrary 
hi I 

, ,orwar into new fo It . s ory not the claiming of history d . h . rms. is the denial of • esplte t e promise of its break. 

Dislocation 

One of the main dislocating tendencies of ideolo . school and careers work is characten· 1· II . gy as ti is expressed through the As 5 1ca Y unintended we have seen, the dominant form f . stresses the real differentiation of ·ob o o caree~~ teaching and 'teaching for life' the range of human aspirations a~d h ppor!unit1es ~nd their capacity to satisfy direction. This direct thrust is tar el de opes In a ~onzontal as well as a vertical counter-school culture. So far as ~thy I :~cted and its false logic penetrated by the same. The ideological thrust is a ve; ~ s are concerned, all jobs are basically the cultural penetrations. 5 rong one, however, and it helps to dislocate 
Si~ce !he ideological force for differentiation . . convmce its proper object, the effect of its thr _is so strong, and smce it cannot not to make jobs various but t d ust Is reversed and acts centripetally variety in work does n~t see: t;c~ntre th~ cause of their sameness. The lack of capit_alism). The bewildering variety :;~tl~:1mple cause ~the productive logic of continuous pressure from staff to k • ' _the succession of speakers and the variety of work in the world but mtha e ahcho1ce' from 'choices' acts, not to show . d , ra er t e amazing a vane area and from such a variet f d . sameness of work across such It is thus no one's fault that w!: is :~~mtnants ~~d causes. There is no one to blame no acti t b ng and tinng and mostly meaningless rod. It seems natural tha't very d?; o e taken, no fellow sufferers from the sam~ fac~ory work all tum out to hav; :;::: areas s~ch as farming, milk rounds and bonng work to be done in order to obis. b~~alhlng down the worker's neck, and Into, and Is strengthened by the n t _am e ~agic brown envelope. Thls feeds world of oppression from a ~peclfica a':::~S: co~s1dered earlier. Instead of a centred production and interests we have the natnmna.te social organisation of thought, causes. Multi-determination brings . u~stlc world of a thousand timeless nusery an Is the human condition. A single 
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. k. t the contours of . f ht but never a million little ones pnc ,ng ou enemy might be oug • . the human condition. I . f rmal group which aids the decentnng and d. \ cation of t ie in ° t· es by an A more direct ,s o . . chieved in careers work some un • . suppression of cultura~ pen.etrat;~n~h: :lammertown school it is common practice explicit stress on indiv1duahsm. d the competitiveness of the world of work to o use the threat of the fut~re an . t . ' into the solidarity of the group. . dnve a wedge . • ft n I advocate selfishness but m I, Id yo11 before ti s not o e Careers teacher ve to • f. nds sitting around you now, you to fifth year this case I must. Forget your . ne I gh and it doesn't matter. might be together now• h:mnglda au no' use when it comes to · d · the wor are But all the fnen s ~n that you're on your own. you've finding a job. When it ~~me~ ~o one can help( ... ) So, just this got to do it by yourse an I . I your friends are doing, you b \fish don't worry w ia . b d time. e sc I • b sort out your own JO s an get out and ll,ok after num er one. 
d n' t wait for your mates. 0 

• . d d . e especially on an individual h · tion this 1s goo a v,c • 
1 Of course. given I e s1tua . with care. The run-up to the end of the ast year level - and it is made honestly .and. h ughly frightening prospect for all conwith half the tifth without a JO~ .1s a Id oro d t be made. The pressure for jobs is . . d' . dual dec1s1ons o nee o . d I I cerned: pragmatic in 1v1. The fact still remains. however, that t eo ogy i:is much worse now tha~ 11 wa~. . d used shortness of time to forestall other always claimed neces~,~~ ~or its own, an 

Perspectives and poss1b1ht1es. . d its perspective or more exactly d. . tegrat1on of the group an . . h This force for the 1sin b aided by the interview wit f . per emergence, can e , . . d. 'd I for the prevention o its p.ro uch direct in0uence on 'the \ads • its m ~VI ua. the careers officer. Often w1tho~t m . sow the seeds of dissent which can istic and sometimes meritocr~t~c logic c~nforces - into muffled forms of individu-0ower - despite the counterva1hng cultura 
alism and demarcation. when employment looms ahead the Certainly towards the end of the 1;s~ y:r dominant ideology shows some firm . dividualislic differentiation suggeste y ic m 1 t 'nomy· roots through its cu\tur.i an I . 

(ln a group discussion\ 'nte"'icw) what it was . .. she tried to I 1 · [to the careers 1 •• • • ( ) Fuzz wen tn . 'You wanna be a paver' her says ... 

Joey 

Fuzz 
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push anytlung onto me, . der' l ain' t said nothing be a typewriter men , d 'Do you wanna 'Well I'll just try an about typewriters Llaughterl . She says,k • • 
~ d I'll let you now . find some places or you, a;o she ain't gettin' , how much, thil~Y She knows what youh~an SI' • gotta know what the strength ts, uid a week for not mg. ie s ) q b bly' knows what you're capable of( ... she pro a ff h · b She does like, she tries to push you o t e JO . 

Fred 

Joey 

Spike 

Will 

You want, say your mind's set, she'll push it off. Yeah, I had 
mechanics on my mind and she put me off it ( . . . ) she says you ain't gonna get this because you need physics and all this lot. 
Well, that's it, that's what she knows, she knows you wouldn't get it. 
'Cos if you applied for a job like that, and you know what you've gotta have, her tells you you've got to have physics, well .. . it's just wasting time, unless you're willing to learn( . . . ) 
She's putting yer on the right lines, save wasting say a year while yer training and then they chuck yer out. Know what I mean, if you ain't capable ofit like. 

These are the main dislocating effects of the careers dynamic on the penetrations formed at the cultural level. This ideological play across cultural radicalism in conjunction with internal weaknesses pervaded and confirmed with naturalism cumu• \atively helps to produce an immobility characteristic, generally, of the working class. Although inequalities are often seen, exploitation recognised, and injustices and contradictions experienced every day, none of these things seems to point in the same direction. They do not have a common cause. If some exploit and some are exploited, if some are equal and others unequal this does not happen with the systematisation of classes. All have the chance to exploit others as well as be exploited. Nor can any system ever hope to change this. Chance, fate and luck basically deal the cards in any game. A quite marked degree of disenchantment with the prevailing system and a degree of knowledge of exploitation, coupled with culturally mediated (though distorted) and partially lived out penetrations of the capitalist system, can co.exist with a calm acceptance of the system and belief that there is no systematic suppression of personal chances in life. Suppression is recognised, but as no more than a random part of the human condition. Human nature, not capitalism, is the trap. Ideology has helped to produce that - though not simply from its own resources: it is believed, because it is partly self-made. ~ 
[In an individual interview at work] 
John (working There's always more stuff waiting {to work on] but I mean, even in a small me, I mean I'm on twelve pound a week. In a day I could bring factory a thousand pound in for 'em. I mean everything you're doing is producing a money. 
range of car 
accessories) 
PW 
John 

PW 
John 

What do you make of that? 
I think every place, the management arc better off .•. every. where you'll find the same( . . . ) 
Yet you still say thin~. by and large, arc fair. 
It's fair on the whole, but I mean obviously there is points where It ain't fair, like management, but I think it's everybody's fault, everybody's too greedy, that's all it is. I mean, even the poorest 
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of people, if they won, say, a million quid, they'd start ... they'd 
still want more money although they'd be in a situation where 
they know people can't eal and things, they won't start giving it 
away to poorer people. Just everybody in general, they got 
greedy. But I think it's as fair as it can be. 

[In an individual interview at work) 
PW I mean do you ever feel that ( ... ) you're earning that, ( ... ) lhe 

Bill (trainee 
machinist in 
a wood 
machine ~hop) 

director's salary or prolit7 
Well it happens lo everybody, it's got to, I think so anyway. But 
there's nothing you can do about it, it happens 10 everybody who 
works in a factory, not just this factory( ... ) I'd hope I can get 
up there, without them thinking about me, you know ... 

The internal interlocutor 

The main importance of 'ideology' for the position outlined in this book lies not 
perhaps so much in its direct inlervention (here only partially explored) or in its 
institutional supports or its political context, though these are important, so much 
as in the whole mode of its interface with the cultural process. In our contemporary 
working class culture ideology can be considered as the complement of informality. 

The fundamencal weakness in cultural forms is the mediated nature of personal 
experience and validation as they overlay and are influenced by cullural penetra
tions. Though the latter are the ultimale basis of relevance and vitality in a culture 
they are never expressed explicitly. They are not direct resources for struggle, they 
only have a similarity in rile stage of our analysis with direct political statement: 
they do not repl3ce policies or the level of conscious analysis. The very concrete
ness, denseness, buried radicalism, and relevance of informal cultural processes, and 
the very substance of their claim on individuals is their greatest weakness in the 
larger social context. The nature of informality as a mode of opposition in this 
society is that it reserves itself as the exception to the rule. It is blind to all of the 
other exceptions which together could overthrow the rule. It is unaware of its own 
'rules'. The analysis of the world which actually directs its distinctively cultural 
responses remains silent. It is into this silence that ideology confidently strides. 
Whether right or wrong, whether penetrated or not it is the rule, it is the voice. It 
becomes the inlernal interlocutor for the weakness of cultural forms. Powerful 
ideologies, no matter what their content, always have the gift of formality, public· 
ness and explicit statement. They can work within the scope of consensus and 
consent because nothing in oppositional cultural processes can displace their level 
of action and effectiveness. 

In the case of 'the lads' and the counter-school culture there is a surprising 
tension and contradiction between those non-conformist and oppositional views 
which reject the institution and conventional morality. This contradiction is not 
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always apparent. Its subterranean presence h 
cultural penetralions, limiled as they are a d 'h i°wever, reinforces the brak 
project their meanings on to unlikely ob.' tn e ps lo further disorganise theme odn 

Certain! 'l 1ec s. an 
y every ad' occupies the contradictio . h. 

::~~~;e\~f feelin~ and different kinds of resolut~~~ 1/~sot~n w?, wi~h different 
. ~ s e surpnslng and continuing ambi uit . e cu turaJ Itself which 

~ reJe_et1on and instrumentalism certainly und!ru!· The log1~ of non-conformism, 
haviour. But this logic is always susce tible to _many actions, choices and be. 
larger_ morality; the logic that holds lr eve o being seen as an exception to the 
expenence - knowing how things II ry ne else. The strength of personal 
the purposes of daily life but it by r:: y are ~ ~ay o_ver-ride this general logic for 
the individual, 'This is right for me' it meani5 e eats it. Though the culture says to 
wrong in general'. The informal '.d can a so ~cem to add 'even though it may be 
ultimately in the larger frame o/~~ e; an~ validates real behaviour but it is held 

rejected_ in concrete situations its :ow:r;to. ~==~ wh~re the formal is explicitly 
alternahve interpretation are end! I ~1fy hngers on. Opposition and 

ess y reserved off into exceptions to th I 

1~:::;up discu~!?nt~t stool ~ear _the end of the last yearJ e rue. 
s e obes (1.e. ear'oles'] that make the world we 1· . 

fuzz 

PW 
Fuzz 

Spike 
Fuzz 
Joey 
Fuzz 
Joey 

PW 
Joey 
( ... ) 

Joey 

Spanksy 
Joey 
PW 

a m~-
The majority of people are like th I b . ' 
keep it going. If it was left to us ( o )e:h~ln ~dthey really. They'll 
we wouldn't be able to cope. . . . ings go really wild and 

( •.. )would you like things to go that way? 
No, 'cos you'd just think O , • 
somebody'd be nicking ev/rytuh_wouldn t be able to own anything, 
Y ' mg. 

~u re stabbing yourself in the back there 
l~n~ · 
You am you ·d ·r · ' sat I It was left to you it'd all wild 
It would. • go . 

But you wouldn't let it go wild Th . 
to stop it. · en obVJously it'd be up to you 

Does that mean you want to be a lobe? 
I don' wanna be a Jobe, I just wanna be like me. 

You're saying you don't want tor 
got to listen sometimes If Y is~: [to the teachers}• you've 
a big fucking hole In th; floorou o:•u across there, and there's 
neck, and you're not list . , y fall down and break your 
lcilling yourself. enmg and you go and do it, then you're 

[Heatedly) I wouldn't do it would I? 

S
~y not? You're saying yo; wouldn't listen ( ) 

mce you're sayl all hi ( · · · 
ng t 5 • • .) and you're intelllgent enough to 
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Joey 

PW 
Joey 

Will 

·t why aren't you intelligent enough to do it \listen to see 1 , 

teachers and conform\? l' ·no that none of us are clever I ain't saying I'm clever. m say1 ., 
enough to do it. . . ) h ol do it? t ou'rc clever enough to point it out( . .. w y n Bu Y 

I d I'd be out then I wouldn't be one of these 'Cos nobocly e se oes. • . I like if I stopped playing up and stopped_ drinking. I m an integra 
I can't get out of 1t. part of the group now. . to ear'oles that's what we The teachers arc trying 10 tur~ us ~~ d"Wc d~n't like ear'oles, 

come tol ~akr'nwietl,lt~~c!cu~:~lot!~ 1~: a~a;ar'ole like, we don't like so wet un , , 
them ourselves, we want to stop as we am. 

. I Ids the least 'desirable' aspects of 'the lads' ' The oppositional cocle which up ~o "cl 
1 .. v In the face of the internal inter-. d to the dominant 1 co o.,_, · . . culture 1s most expose . merely an answer. The pomt here 1s locutor oppositional in~ernal hfc _can ~~co~e is right or wrong - for all its brutality not that 'the lads'• attitude to'. say' ;10 enc\c e individualism under capitalism -it is actually a kind of _rcfl~t•?n ~f ;~~p:;t:~n. Though cultural forms and the but that it is asked to 3usll y itse _r ' netrate it subvert it or reverse it, the mediated 'rationality' of concrete acuonsle the v~ry form of which seals the dominant ideology remains to ask ques ions, 

political out of the cultural. 

\In a group discussion\ . 
1 h I've got it on me own, he's been E body gets 1t t 1oug , Spanksy very I . why shouldn't he do it to someone else? bashed on us ow~, y end up shooting some little fat nip. He Whal about wars. ou h Joey ·g11 h t kids at home and no wife to support t em. m1 t ave en 

· · 't · gl t is it? Pete 
Bill 

( ... ) 
Joey 
Spanksy 
Joey 
Derek 

Joey 
Derek 
Joey 
Bill 
Joey 

Derek 
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Yeah, ,_1 ~m n 1 1h·1nk. about that 'cos while you're standing You amt gonna ' 
there thinking about it, he'd kill you. 

If he isn't man enough to take care of himself, or if he isn't er ... 
Or if I outnumber him four to one .. . 
0 if he ain't fast enough to run( . . . ) h w:u how about Roberts (an 'ear'ole' l, when he grows up and e 
picks on him1 . gh ugh That's his fault, that's his fault for not growing up tou eno . It ain't his fault, it's probably his mum and dad who . .. 
It's his own fault . · · 
Our mum and dad, I bet you, our mum, an~ dad . . . d d d's fault [Heatedly) Well OK, OK then .. . It s his mum an a 
for bringing him up like a big poof. . . . 'It's his mum and dad's fault' ! You just said it was his fault. 

Joey 

pW 

Joey 
pW 
Joey 

Joey 

Or if their mum and dad bring them up like a pouf, then it's their fault. It's always somebody's fault, it always goes back to some-body ... 'cos no matter what age I am, I'd like to see some young fucking fifteen year old mug me( ... ) 
( ... ) do you really believe that or is it to try and make it all right somehow? 
h's to try and make it alright really. 
( ... )It's Important to have the story, why's that? 
I dunno, you've always got to justify it. You seem a bit of a cunt if you're just doing it like, er ... I can't explain, really you've got to justify, you've always got to make it seem alright, and there is a reason for doing it ( .. . ) This justification is only for me, not for the police. The police, I'd just say, 'I didn't mean lo do it' and start crying and all that bollocks, trying to get yourself out of it ... you know, I've got to have some reason for justifying it like. I always feel you'll be called to answer for it, in this life or the next. You'll always be called to answer for the things you do. Bui if you don't believe it yourself, is it going to help? It helps to an extent. Some cases, like, you can really justify it and it puts it out of your mind, whereas with others ( ... ) you have to try and think summat out, to try and justify It, on the surface it justifies it, but not deep down. Deep down you know that it ain't right. It's just for when anybody else talks about it, you say, 'Ah well, there's some reason, I wasn't thinking of anything cruel'. 

One of the time-honoured principles of cultural and social organisation In this country as it is enacted and understood at the subjective level is that of ' them' and •us'.[3) That the 'them' survives in 'us' is usually overlooked. This internal division should not be surprising. In a peaceful social democratic society with real class divisions, the 'them' and 'us' can never be starkly clear. This basic distinction must be rehearsed and mediated and echoed around from the largest social units to the Individual person. Even the most 'us' group or person has a little of 'them' Inside. It is this which allows the 'us' to properly betray itself. Ideology is the 'them' in 'us'. It has been invited. Infonnality and the strength of personal validation unconnected with a political practice invite it. The very strength of the cultural struggle invites it. Once there it confinns partially and dislocates penetration. It prevents the 'us' from becoming a collective, assertive 'we'. Ideology is allowed to become instead the spurious 'wf, the illusory unity from whom all reserve them· selves severally but yield a sovereignty in the name of all othen. The hall of mirron of the national will needs each small mirror. Here we have looked at the constructIon and the Interface of just one. 
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Notes 
. ot use the term hegemony but in many ways it 

(11 To avoid confusion l do n . tate of the relatiomhip between 
t d note the precise s ., 

would be useful here o e his is the sense in which I take Gram~c1 s 
ideology and located cultural ror;n~· Td f om using it myself given the unccrlamty 

USC of the word though I have re rame _r S A Gramsci Prison Notebooks, 
· cise meaning. ee · ' 

existing already about its ~re . ·es in Gramsci's Thought', NLR, no. \00. 
Penguin 1973 ~ p. Anderson, Antmoml,1 d' 1 workers with a definite political 

' paten tia y ra ica d 
l21 Even amongst some f the capitalist system are often un er-

. . ·g1tt bout the nature o 
position basic 1ns1 s a . f the (unpleasant) lixed parameters 
layed with a commo~sen_se, _absol~~is~i;;;ic:1 interconnection at all with deter
of human nature which is given S . I advance can be pictured from 

d. r ultural forms. oc1a . 
mining factors and me ta mg c h ·t than capitalism to centrally direct 

·ty of a greater aut on y . . k'l\ d this basis as the necess1 od of the whole. This 1s as I e 
. h · ill _ for the greater go . 

people - even against t eu "'. . with renounced, though unaffihated, 
'self-taught' worker in an engineering factory p 

left wing leanings: h 
. H ve ou ever been fishing'? Well , you know I _e 

I'll leave _you w1~h a thought. a .Jtheir collectivity, in their tenacity, and an 
maggots m the tm'? Well,_humans_~ filth nastiness are just like that. You 
their underlying greed, _,r you h he, \ 'un along ;traight lines [laughs) or 
won't change it. You might get 1~/m bot r they'll still be maggots like ( ... ) 
put them into compa_r1menls, ' e,w ~he 'II [the people) push through to 
Capitalism's got the ghtter • you kn~ '1· t )y know that the bright lights, the 

. h \"ghl They [the capita 1s s ' . . 
see the b ng t I s. h TV They [ the people) all think 1t 
holidays in Bermuda, the advert~ ont~e e litte~ even though none of them will 
will be them, and anyway _th~y hke tgh t nd they know that it will never 

h. The cap1tahsts know a • a 1- I 
ever do anyt mg. d 11 they've got to do is show a tlt e 
change. They know people ar~ greed~/:o;kers to come up, they say it's their 
bit of ... glamour. They don t a~k t ' But they still show it. It will never 
fault, 'lt wasn't us, they want tl .. . . 

change. • r L · 'Y . h d H art The Uses o, iterac • 
(3) See for instance the classic work by Ric ar ogg ' 

Chatto & Windus, 1957. 
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8 Notes towards a theory of cultural forms and social 
reproduction 

Though we have only looked at one of the specific forms of the reproduction of 
labour power and of the subjective attitudes which allow it lo be applied to the 
produclion process, there are some broad guides in this study for the development 
of a more general theory of cultural forms and their role in social reproduction, or 
more exactly for their role in maintaining the conditions for continued material 
production in the capitalist mode. 

In the first place it warns against a too reductive or crude materialist notion of 
the cultural level. (I] It is not true, for instance, that the manpower requirements of 
industry in any direct sense determine lhe subjective and cultural formation of 
particular kinds of labour power.(2] Nor is it true that designated institulions such 
as the school produce - or could produce if in some way better run - classless, 
standardised packages of labour power. In its desire for workers of a certain type 
the reach of the production process must pass through the semi-autonomous 
cultural level which is determined by production only partially and in its own 
specific terms. Its own terms include consciousness, creativity of collective 
association, rationality, limitation, unintentionality and division. Its particular 
contributions to the formation of manual labour, for instance, are a particular kind 
of affirmation of manual activity and a penetration and transference of sets of 
divisions (principally manual/ mental and male/ female). (3] 

In a more general sense it cannot be assumed that cultural forms are determined 
in some way as an automatic renex by macro determinations such as class location, 
region, and educational background. Certainly these variables are important and 
cannot be overlooked but how do they impinge on behaviour, speech and attitude? 
We need to understand how structures become sources of meaning and deter
minants on behaviour in the cultural milieu at its own level. Just because there are 
what we can call structural and economic determinants it does not mean that 
people will unproblematically obey them. In some societies people are forced at the 
end of a machine gun to behave in a certain way. In our own this is achieved 
through apparent freedoms. In order to have a satisfying explanation we need to see 
what the symbolic power of structural determination Is within the mediating realm 
of the human and cultural. It is from the resources of this level that decisions are 
made which lead to uncoerced outcomes which have the function of maintaining 
the structure of society and the status quo. Although it is a simplification for our 
purposes here, and ignoring important forms and forces such as the state, ideology, 
and various institutions, we can say that macro determinants need to pass through 
the cultural milieu to reproduce themselves at all. 
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